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Call us today to tour the property.
37 Pleasant Valley Drive, Worcester
(508) 852-2521; TTY: (508) 439-2370
OFFICE HOURS : Monday thru Friday 8:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Managed by: CORNERSTONE
Corporation

Financed by MHFA

On Medicare?

You’ll feel right at
home with us.
You’ll ﬁnd many of Worcester County’s top doctors and hospitals in
our HMO network — including nearly 200 primary care physicians
to choose from. Local doctors you know and trust.
See for yourself why thousands of your neighbors in
Worcester County choose Tufts Health Plan Medicare Preferred ...
and why you should too!

Call 888-858-0040 (TTY: 888-899-8977)*
or go to: thpmp.org/hmo
*Tufts Health Plan Medicare Preferred representatives are available Monday – Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. (and 7 days a week, 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. from
October 1 – February 14). After hours and on holidays, please leave a message and we’ll get back to you the next business day.
Tufts Health Plan Medicare Preferred is a Medicare Advantage organization with a Medicare contract.
Other physicians and providers are available in our network.
H2256_2013_298 Accepted
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Enhancing lives through innovative healthcare™
That’s our mission at Golden LivingCenters. We strive to help you return to your active life after surgery
or illness. Combining 24-hour nursing with our exclusive Golden Rehab therapy, clinical expertise and
SURIHVVLRQDOO\WUDLQHGVWDIIZHSURYLGHDZHOOURXQGHGUHFRYHU\SODQWRPHHW\RXUVSHFLÀFQHHGV2XU
goal is to help you regain mobility and independence so you can enjoy an enhanced quality of life.
Golden LivingCenter – Attleboro
27 George Street
Attleboro, MA 02703

Golden LivingCenter – Garden Place
193 Pleasant Street
Attleboro, MA 02703

Golden LivingCenter – Plymouth
2EHU\6WUHHW
Plymouth, MA 02360

Golden LivingCenter - Chetwynde
1650 Washington Street
West Newton, MA 02465

Golden LivingCenter - Heathwood
188 Florence Street
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Golden LivingCenter – Wedgemere
146 Dean Street
Taunton, MA 02780

Golden LivingCenter – Cohasset
1 Chief Justice Cushing Hwy
Cohasset, MA 02025

Golden LivingCenter - Lexington
840 Emerson Garden Road
Lexington, MA 02420

Golden LivingCenter - West Newton
25 Amory Street
West Newton, MA 02465

Golden LivingCenter – Dedham
1007 East Street
Dedham, MA 02026

Golden LivingCenter – Oak Hill
76 North Street
Middleboro, MA 02346

Golden LivingCenter - Dexter House
120 Main Street
Malden, MA 02148

Golden LivingCenter - Melrose
40 Martin Street
Melrose, MA 02176
Golden LivingCenter – Norwood
460 Washington Street
Norwood, MA 02062
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Call Golden LivingCenters’
for more information.
Toll free: 888-243-4646
Fax: 479-478-2588
directconnect-boston@goldenliving.com

This facility welcomes all persons in need of its services and does not discriminate on the basis of age,
disability, race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion, gender, sexual orientation or source of payment.
GLS-09894-12 D033
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Companies strive to attract, maintain older workers
By Brian Goslow
WATERTOWN —
After serving 20 years as an administrator for the City of Boston, Katrina
Clark left her position to become the
full-time caregiver for both of her parents. She
didn’t attempt to return to the workforce for
over a decade, till after her dad had passed
away and her mother followed after a long
struggle with Alzheimer’s disease. “I had
decided not to place my mother in anyone
else’s care as it was more important for me to
take care of her,” she said. “So that’s what I did,
in addition to caring for three grandchildren.”
When Clark went to a temp agency to test
for possible positions, she noticed many of
the other applicants were only a third her
age. “No matter how smart you are, it kind
of shatters your confidence when you look
at what your competition is for the relatively
few jobs that are out there,” she said.

A

As members of the 78 million
baby boomer population retire,
they are creating gaps in the
workforce since there
are not enough younger
people to fill the positions.
She returned home to a phone call from
the agency, assigning her to a six-month sales
job at Tufts Health Plan. “I had never in my
entire life, ever sold anything, not even Girl
Scout cookies, so I had absolutely no idea
what to expect,” she said. Thanks to a rigorous eight-week hands-on training process,
Clark said, “a mature woman brought into
their employ as a temp” was able to work at
a level she didn’t expect she was capable of.
Clark, 60, has been employed as a full time
member of the company’s Medicare Preferred
sales team for five years; the health plan’s
willingness to help her find her strengths —
focusing on her skills as an educator and a
caretaker in helping her fine-tune her sales
pitch — is indicative of the attention it gives
to developing its older workers.
Tufts Health Plan was recently honored by
AARP and the Society for Human Resources
Management with its 2013 Best Employers
for Workers over 50 award, an honor given
every two years to 50 companies nationwide.
Two other Massachusetts-based employers
— Massachusetts General Hospital and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology —
joined Tufts on the list.
As members of the 78 million baby
boomer population retire, they are creating
gaps in the workforce since there are not
enough younger people to fill the positions.
Many boomers want to keep working for
economic or social reasons but prefer flexibility, so companies are finding innovative
incentives to attract this age group.
As employers in the state and nationwide
acknowledge the generational shift currently

taking place in the workforce,
is in Medford and it has
it is clearly in their best interest
sales offices in Worcester
to recognize which practices
and Springfield, as well as
are attracting and retaining
Providence.
quality workers, said AARP
In announcing its
Massachusetts executive direc“Best Employers” desigtor Michael Festa.
nation, AARP heralded
“We know that older workTufts’ Wellness Work/Life
ers have a lot of value,” said
Program that offers older
Festa. “By definition, they’ve
worker-designed benefits,
been around the block and
including counseling those
they have experiences and credliving with older parents,
ibility from those experiences
searching for elder care
that really matter to employers
services and providing legal
as they try to diversify their
advice and personal finance
Tufts Health Plan employees Len Johnson, Katrina Clark and Cathy Marino,
workforce. In many places, that
consultations.
AARP Massachusetts director Michael Festa and Tufts vice president of
experience is irreplaceable.”
New employees are
human resources and diversity Lydia Greene (from l to r)
Among those practices
automatically enrolled in
which have proven attractive
its 401(k) retirement plan;
UMass Amherst’s “University Without Walls”
are flexible work schedules that make it online degree program, which she will do the company matches contributions made by
easier for employees to look after their elderly this spring. She also participates in programs employees, who can opt out if they don’t wish
parents and, for some, younger children; offered by Tufts to learn more about the com- to participate. Tufts also adds to employee
programs and classes that encourage profes- pany and the health care industry in general. accounts at the end of a successful year —
sional development; and good health benefits
She also takes advantage of Tuft’s wellness invaluable to someone like Clark, 60, who
and savings programs that assist workers in program, from scheduling regular workouts was afraid her decade plus away from the
preparing for their later years.
at its downstairs gym to enjoying daily salads workforce would leave her with an insur“Our job (at AARP) is to remind those at its salad bar (with the company subsidizing mountable gap in her retirement account.
employers that are thinking, ‘How can I 25 percent of the cost), in its cafeteria, which “That’s been a real blessing,” she said.
improve the quality of my workforce?’ to look Tufts likes to call, “the biggest restaurant in
The company has seen a constant uptick
to those 50-plus workers and recognize that Watertown.” She hadn’t thought about her in employees using its wellness programs,
if you employ practices which are not going diet prior to working at Tufts. “I’m a much including accessing its onsite gym and fullto hurt your bottom line, you are going to healthier eater since I started here at Tufts than time wellness coach to improve their physical
absolutely capture this real quality work- I ever was before; I’ve become more aware health and visiting the onsite medical clinic,
force,” said Festa. “By using flexible hours, of what I eat and what it contains,” she said. where many took advantage of getting flu
professional development and job sharing,
The ongoing interaction between gen- shots.
those kinds of things, as an employer, if you erations of workers has also kept her mind
“Half our challenge, quite frankly, is comuse those practices, you’re going to attract healthy. Older workers share their experi- munication, communication, communication
those kinds of workers, you’re going to retain ences with younger workers, Marino said, and making people aware of the benefits they
the ones that you have and you’re going to and in doing so, they’ve learned from their do have,” Green said. That’s accomplished
get a better performance bottom line in the younger colleagues. “It’s a two-way street,” through regular e-mails, including a weekly
day-to- day activities of the job.”
Marino said. “It’s a great sharing and learning e-mail from CEO James Roosevelt, Jr., colorful
To assist older workers looking for experience from both ends of the spectrum, posters announcing events, TV screens in its
employment, the AARP website provides job age-wise.” Related story page 20
lobby and cafeteria, mailings from vendors,
searching tools, including a search feature for
Lydia Green, Tufts Health Plan’s vice town hall meetings and employees sharing
employers in the job seeker’s immediate area president of human resources and diversity, information among themselves.
that have proven to be welcoming.
Such communication and the people-tosaid honors such as the Best Employers for
“If you’re a worker hungry to get a job Workers Over 50 award are helpful to the people contact make going to work each day
opportunity, you’re going to be directed (to company’s brand and business and in attract- a pleasure for Len Johnson, who turned 80 in
those available positions in your region). ing high caliber employees. “People do look August; a widower for 17 years, the smiling
You’ll be looking at these kinds of employers at lists,” she said.
faces he sees while on the job provide invaluand saying, ‘Wow, they’ve got people like me
Over 30 percent of Tufts’ employees are able warmth. “I like the people — not only
in their sights,’ ” Festa said. These listings also 50 or older. “They’re hugely important to us,” the people that I work with, but the people
include access to enhanced job opportunities Green said. “The health insurance business I’ve met or just talked to in the hallways,” he
throughout the United States, invaluable to is a complex, sophisticated business and it said. “I’m a guy who’ll strike up a conversafolks looking to relocate.
requires a lot of job skills to come and work tion with almost anybody.”
Cathy Marino, 60, has worked in Tufts in a business like ours and those are the
Johnson arrived at the company as a temp
Health Plan’s Medicare Advantage division kinds of individuals who have tremendous in 1999, with a resume that includes a degree
for five and a half years. She joined the com- experience they can bring to us.”
in business administration, 20 years with
pany after being laid off from her previous
Not only do these new employees arrive the U.S. Air Force and working in computer
position. Her employment history included with the energy and excitement of starting operations at Raytheon in Andover and other
working for two travel agencies and before a new role in their own lives, she added, locations after being laid off. “I did that for a
that, spending 20 years in the psychiatric care they bring many years of experience to the couple of years and they (the temp agency)
field — as well as owning and running two workplace. “In general, someone who comes called me one day and asked me if I knew
successful businesses of her own.
to the job with 20 years of experience can a certain program and I said, ‘No I don’t,’
Marino has utilized a variety of programs typically hit the ground running and contrib- and I figured it was time to stop doing that.”
offered by the company, including its tuition ute quicker than someone who is fresh out
He was alternating between temporary
reimbursement plan that is allowing her to of college,” Green said.
light warehouse and general office work when
achieve one of her bucket list goals — to earn
While the company is headquartered
COMPANIES page 8
her bachelor’s degree in business through in Watertown, its network health division
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Who will take care of us when we are old?
By Sondra Shapiro

W

e have been committed caregivers for our elderly relatives. But
it turns out it could be slim
pickings by the time we baby boomers
need looking after, if a new study is the last
word.

Just My
Opinion
It has been well publicized that our financial
security is shakier than that of the generation before us. And now we are learning
that the pool of family and friends available
to take care of us in old age will be less
than half as deep as it is today. Very troubling, yet not insurmountable.
When we turn 80, AARP findings predict, the ratio of potential family caregivers
to elders needing care will plummet from
today’s seven caregivers for each person
over age 80 to fewer than three caregivers.
Family caregivers — including family
members, partners and close friends — are
a key factor in the ability to remain in one’s
home and in the community when disability strikes, according to the new AARP
report. That means while most people’s
preference is to age in a community setting,
without friend or family support we will
require more costly and less desirable institutional care.
Such “reliance on fewer family caregivers to provide home- and communitybased services could also add to costs
borne by family members and close friends
— in the form of increasing emotional and
physical strain, competing demands of
work and caregiving, and financial hardships,” the report states.
“More than two-thirds of Americans
believe they will be able to rely on their
families to meet their needs when they
need long term care,” said Lynn Feinberg,
AARP Senior Policy Analyst and one of
the report’s authors, “but this confidence is
likely to deflate when it collides with the
dramatically shrinking availability of family
caregivers in the future.”
The number of people turning 80 will
increase in the next 20 years as the population of primary caregivers remains flat.
In 2050 there will be three times as many
people age 80 and older as there are today
— the caregiver support ratio, which was
7.2 in 2010 when boomers were in their
peak caregiving years, is projected to drop
to 2.9 percent when boomers reach their
80s. In 2010 the caregiver support ratio in
Massachusetts was 6.4; by 2030 it will be
4.4 and by 2050, 3.2.
The ratio is primed to shift “from a slow
decline to a free fall,” to quote the report.
According to AARP, “In 2009, about
42.1 million family caregivers in the United
States provided care to an adult with limitations in daily activities at any given point
in time, and about 61.6 million provided
care at some time during the year. The
estimated economic value of their unpaid
contributions was approximately $450 billion in 2009, up from an estimated $375
billion in 2007.”
The “average” family caregiver is a
49-year-old woman who works outside the
home and spends about 20 hours per week

providing unpaid care to her mother for
nearly five years. Nearly two-thirds of family caregivers are female (65 percent). More
than 8 in 10 informal caregivers are caring
for a person over 50.
The shift stems from the fact that compared to our parents’ generation, our 78
million demographic has had fewer children, divorced at higher rates, remained
single in larger numbers and is living longer.
The report concludes this country needs
more affordable homecare options and
public policies that support informal caregivers.
“Rapidly increasing numbers of people
in advanced old age and shrinking families
to provide support to them demands new
solutions to financing and delivering long
term services and supports,” said Feinberg.
Over the years, Congress has organized
various commissions to address the cost of
long-term care. The latest, which just finished its work, heard from experts on ways
in which Medicaid, Medicare and private
long-term care insurance could be strengthened to more effectively finance long-term
services and supports. While the exercise is
noble, history suggests nothing will happen
as a result.
Though these numbers seem dire, there
are some promising signs.
There are several examples of how the
boomer generation is finding its own way
to address the looming care issue. True to
this generation’s inventive character — and
a harkening back to its flower power roots
— boomers have been proactive in terms
of housing arrangements that offer built-in
care for its residents. Among the options
are co-housing, a type of community made
up of private homes supplemented by
common facilities; and roommate arrangements, where peers move into a home or
apartment together.
Towns are also thinking ahead. One successful solution is the Naturally Occurring
Retirement Community (NORC), geographic areas where a large concentration
of older people can age in place with the
help of programs and services. Beacon Hill
Village in Boston is one such arrangement;
its “Livable Community Program,” was one
of the first in the country.
Assisted living facilities are also morphing into boomer-friendly environments
that offer comfortable apartments along
with programs and services that promote
independence and provide even the most
age-denying boomer a welcoming place to
call home.
Though the options mentioned are a
sampling, the point is AARP’s study and
others like it help shed a beacon of light to
keep the country focused on the caregiving issue and thus allows boomers, communities and lawmakers to create ways
to address the problem. At this point, as
Congress muddles its way through the
problem, it looks like grassroots activity
is already beginning to flourish. So, if the
question is: Who will take care of us? The
answer should be: We are working on that.
Ingenuity will ultimately win over statistics.
Sondra Shapiro is the executive editor of the
Fifty Plus Advocate. Email her at sshapiro@
fiftyplusadvocate.com. And follow her online
at www.facebook.com/fiftyplusadvocate, www.
twitter.com/shapiro50plus or www.fiftyplus
advocate.com.
Fifty Plus Advocate

Find answers to your
Medicare questions.

AARP’s free guide Understanding Medicare can help if you’re
new to the program or are just trying to navigate the many
options and resources available. Whether you have original
Medicare, Medicare Advantage or a prescription drug plan
through Medicare Part D, now is the time to make sure you have
the right plan for the year ahead. Medicare open enrollment is
October 15 through December 7, 2013.
To order a copy of the guide, please
reference publication #D19327
and call toll-free at 1-866-448-3621,
or visit aarp.org/ma
October 1, 2013

www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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Viewpoint

Medicare open enrollment: Remember the four C’s
By Michael E. Festa

F

or those with Medicare, autumn means more than
enjoying the fall foliage. It is also time for Medicare
open enrollment, which officially begins on Oct. 15
and runs through Dee. 7. This is the one chance the nearly
one million Medicare beneficiaries in Massachusetts have to
review and make changes to their coverage
for the year ahead.
During open enrollment, you may:

AARP and You
•Switch to a Medicare Advantage plan;
•Switch from one Medicare Advantage
plan to another;
•Drop your Medicare Advantage plan and return to
Original Medicare; or
•Join a Medicare Prescription Drug plan, change to a new
one, or drop your coverage.
Even if you are satisfied with your current coverage, it’s
always a good idea to review your plan to make sure you are
getting the most out of your Medicare. Not sure how to get
started? Just follow the four C’s: coverage, cost, convenience

and customer satisfaction.
Coverage: Comparing Medicare plans can be simple.
The official Medicare website (www.Medicare.gov) has a
find-a-plan tool that helps you find and compare all available plans in your area. When reviewing plans, focus on the
benefits, such as the coverage offered while you are in the
prescription drug doughnut hole, the period during which
you pay a higher share of your drug costs. Also, find out
which drugs are covered.
If you need help comparing coverage options, call your
local senior center or council on aging to make an appointment with a SHINE (Serving the Health Information Needs
of Elders) counselor.
Cost: From year to year, your Medicare plan costs may
change. During open enrollment, you should compare
expenses, including premiums, deductibles, drug costs and
out-of-pocket maximums.
Convenience: When it comes to doctor’s appointments
and filling prescriptions, convenience matters. When reviewing Medicare plans, find out if you will have access to your
current doctor — or doctors close by. And, check that your
local pharmacy accepts the plan, and that the plan provides
online prescription-filling or mail-order options.
Customer service: Have you ever wondered how your
Medicare plan stacks up against others? When you are

comparing plans, take note of Medicare’s star-rating system.
Medicare health and prescription drug plans are rated from
one star (poor) to five stars (excellent) in different categories,
such as responsiveness and care, member complaints and
customer service.
After you’ve gone through the four C’s, it’s time for the
D — decide. Once you compare coverage, cost, convenience
and customer service, you will be ready to make a wellresearched decision to either change your plan or stay with
the one you have.
Remember, it’s important to review your options carefully.
In some cases, if you drop your coverage, you may not be able
to get it back. Also, during this sole season of Medicare open
enrollment, if you miss the Dec. 7 deadline, you will have
to wait until next fall to switch to a different Medicare plan.
For more information about Medicare open enrollment,
visit www.aarp.org/openenrollment or call 866-448-3621
and request one free copy of Understanding Medicare
(D19327).
Michael E. Festa is the state director of AARP Massachusetts,
which represents more than 800,000 members age 50 and older
in the Bay State. Connect with AARP Massachusetts online
at www.aarp.org/ma, www.facebook.com/AARPMA and www.
twitter.com/AARPMA.

It’s time to end Medicare’s three-day hospital rule
By Al Norman

T

hree years ago, I wrote a letter to
Congress about a woman I will call
Mrs. Green, a 94-year-old resident of
the Berkshires, who lived with her daughter.
In 2010, Mrs. Green suffered a fall, and
was taken to the Berkshire Medical Center’s
emergency room where she was treated and
sent home. After two more days of pain,
her daughter took her to a general practitioner, who briefly examined her and then
sent her to the hospital for “evaluation of
weakness and frequent falls.”
Mrs. Green was in the hospital for six
days, after which she was sent to a nursing
home, where she stayed for several weeks
of rehabilitation. She was then discharged
back to her daughter’s home. That’s the
good news.
However, because Mrs. Green was
never admitted as an in-patient to the
hospital, but was classified as being on
“observation status” for her entire six-day

Enjoy Home
Delivery of
❍ 1 year - $18

hospital stay, Medicare rejected coverage
for the nursing home stay. And Mrs. Green
received a $10,000 bill from
the nursing home that she
had to pay.
“Observation” is the
term Medicare uses to
describe the outpatient
status of a patient who
is in a hospital — but not
as an inpatient. On page 31
of the Medicare & You 2013 manual, it says
clearly that Medicare will only cover skilled
nursing home care and rehabilitation
services “after a three day minimum medically necessary inpatient hospital stay for a
related illness or injury.”
Mrs. Green never heard of this rule, and
even if she did, she had no idea that after
six nights in a hospital she had never officially been admitted as an inpatient.
Recently, Gov. Deval Patrick asked the
federal government to give Massachusetts
a waiver from this three-day prior hospital
stay rule. “A waiver has the potential to
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reduce costs to the federal government,”
the administration wrote. “If a patient has
a diagnosis that requires on-going care
in a skilled nursing facility, requiring that
patient to continue
to be cared for in
an inpatient acute
hospital setting, it
is not efficient from
a cost perspective. Care provided in a hospital is more expensive than care provided
in a skilled nursing facility.” It is not certain
yet if the federal government will grant this
waiver.
Rep. Joe Courtney, D-Conn, has filed
a bill in the House called the “Improving
Access to Medicare Coverage Act of
2013. This legislation, H.R. 1179, has 88
House sponsors, including Massachusetts
Democrats Joe Kennedy, Jim McGovern,
John Tierney, Niki Tsongas and Bill Keating.
On the U.S. Senate side, the same bill
filed by Sen. Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio,
attracted 17 sponsors, but no one from the
Massachusetts delegation has signed on.
Rep. Courtney’s bill says “an individual
who is in a period of observation status in

Push
Back

➤ Companies
Cont. from page 6
he got the call asking him if he’d like to
go to Tufts Health Plan to help organize its
filing system. “If there’s one thing I hate,
it’s filing,” Johnson said. “But they told
me that if I was good and did my work,
there was a good chance that I would get
hired. So I came in and I did what I was
asked to do.”
He straightened out the files and was
soon offered a full-time job working in the
pre-registration department. “I’ve told other
people who’ve come in as temps, if you keep
your nose clean and you work hard, there’s
a doggone good chance that you could be

a hospital that exceeds 24 hours shall be
deemed to have been an inpatient during
such period of observation status and the
individuals leaving the hospital after such
period of status shall be treated as a discharge from the hospital.”
The federal government says it is working on changes to the current three- day
rule. Whether the Obama administration changes the rules on its own, gives
Massachusetts a waiver from the rule or
Congress changes the rule — one way or
another the three-day rule that trapped
Mrs. Green should never happen to another senior again — anywhere.
Anyone who needs nursing home care
should not have to first spend three days in
a hospital. Such bureaucratic rules make no
sense, and only hurt innocent people like
Mrs. Green. Once this rule is overturned,
we can then focus on why Medicare does
not cover custodial care in a nursing home
— another illogical injustice.
Al Norman is the executive director of Mass
Home Care. He can be reached at info@masshomecare.org, or 413-772-6289.
hired because that is the way that I came
into the company.”
After six years on the job, getting a little
tired of the position and looking for something new, Johnson moved to an opening in
the case management department, where he
answers the phone, directs e-faxes, prepares
mailings for health plan members and orders
supplies.
He switched to part-time two years ago
and while he doesn’t have any definitive plans
to retire — “As far as I know, Tufts doesn’t
have a plan where they throw you out after
a certain age, which, if they did, I’ve already
gone by it,” he laughed — he thinks another
two years of work would suit him fine.
“Maybe less than that — I might get lucky
and win the lottery or something like that.”

Neighbor Brigade assists those in need
By Brian Goslow
LEXINGTON —
am Washek had a vision to help
people. After being diagnosed with
and battling cancer in 2002, she
co-founded the Wayland Angels to help
other local residents undergoing treatment as well as the families and friends
who served as their support group. The
idea metamorphosed into The Neighbor
Brigade, which Warshek helped found in
2010, to spread her original mission to
other communities in Massachusetts, New
England and throughout the United States.
Washek passed away last December, but
her Neighbor Brigade continues to grow,
with 4,500 volunteers serving in chapters
in 39 communities statewide and its first
out-of-state group in Dover, N.H.
The Neighbor Brigade helps mobilize
community-based networks of volunteers,
enabling them to immediately assist neighbors suddenly facing a crisis situation. It
aims to provide relief for those who are
undergoing cancer treatment, living with
severe illness, recovering from an accident
or enduring family tragedy, along with
their loved ones.
Among the services the organization
provides are delivering meals to a person’s
home, transportation to medical appointments and help with home maintenance.
Stephanie Wolk Lawrence, who founded the Lexington chapter in March 2012,
has brought a long career in the charitable,
public and nonprofit sectors to her position as executive director. A 10-year plus
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survivor of ovarian cancer, she sees her
work with The Neighbor Brigade as paying
back the support she received during her
own life challenges.
“I know from personal experience, when
a crisis hits, you are so consumed with just
putting together the services and care that
you need, because when there’s a crisis, it
is very difficult to be able to think of those
regular schedules and needs that you must
maintain for yourself,” Lawrence said.
She said that many of those who volunteer with the organization relate in
some way to Washek’s story. “I think it’s a
very common human occurrence to find
yourself, at some point in your life, where
you need help in fulfilling your own and
your family’s basic needs,” Lawrence said.
“Pam had a very inspiring story: Her family needed unexpected help when she was
first diagnosed with cancer and it was the
kindness of her friends and neighbors that
inspired her to start this movement.”
The organization doesn’t have eligibility requirements for those seeking help.
Assistance can be requested by phone,
through its website or through the referral of others. The Neighbor Brigade also
conducts “a lot of outreach” to community-based social service organizations,
including councils on aging, hospitals and
cancer care centers, Lawrence said. “We
introduce ourselves and the organization
to social workers and administrators and
encourage them to pass along information
to their clients and patients.”
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Assisted Living Facilities:
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Briarwood

R Dodge Park - Rest Home, Worcester
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Subsidized
Apartments:

Dodge Park

R Bet Shalom - Worcester

Dodge Park Rest Home

R Emanuel Village - Worcester

Bet Shalom / Apartments
Bet Shalom Apartments is an attractive subsidized complex
dedicated to serving 62 years of age and older as well as mobility
impaired of any age. It is located at 475 Chandler Street in
Worcester, Mass. The property has 95 one-bedroom apartments.
Several units are barrier free with easy
access for the mobility impaired.
All units include the following:
s #ENTRAL HEATING

s 3TOVE AND REFRIGERATOR

s %LECTRICITY AND !IR
conditioning

s %MERGENCY PULL CHORDS

s 7ALL TO WALL CARPETING

s /N SITE PARKING

In addition, the property has one laundry room with economical
card-operated machines and one community room for use by
residents. There is 24-hour emergency maintenance service and
the maintenance superintendent lives on site. There is also a
management ofﬁce located on site.

R Colony Retirement - Worcester

Bet Shalom

R Green Hill Towers - Worcester

Dodge Park Rest Home

R Illyrian Gardens - Worcester

Colony Retirement

R Village @
Ascension Heights
- Worcester
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Feeling Healthy

Physical by smartphone becoming real possibility
By Lauran Neergaard

company’s tiny glucose monitor. Diabetics
can plug the iBGStar into the bottom of an
WASHINGTON —
iPhone and check blood sugar on the go
t’s not a Star Trek tricorder, but by hooking without carrying an extra device.
a variety of gadgets onto a smartphone, you
This mobile medicine also might help
could almost get a complete
doctors care for patients in
physical — without the
new ways. In March,
paper gown or even a
prominent San Diego
visit to the doctor’s
cardiologist Eric
office.
Topol tweeted, “no
Blood pressure?
emergency landJust plug the arm
ing req’d,” when he
cuff into the phone
used his smartphone
for a quick reading.
EKG to diagnose a disHeart OK? Put your
tressing but not immediately
fingers in the right spot, and AliveCor Heart Monitor dangerous irregular heartbeat in
the squiggly rhythm of an EKG
a fellow airplane passenger at
appears on the phone’s screen.
30,000 feet.
Plug in a few more devices and you could
And the University of California, San
have photos of your eardrum (Look, no infec- Francisco (UCSF), hopes to enroll a staggering
tion) and the back of your eye, listen to your 1 million people in its Health eHeart Study to
heartbeat, chart your lung function and even see whether using mobile technology, includget a sonogram.
ing smartphone tracking of people’s heart
If this sounds like a little too much DIY rate and blood pressure, could help treat and
medical care, well, the idea isn’t to self- prevent cardiovascular disease.
diagnose with Dr. iPhone. But companies
The question: Do smartphone devices
are rapidly developing miniature medical really work well enough for the average
devices that tap the power of the ubiquitous patient and primary care doctor to dive in,
smartphone in hopes of changing how people or are early adopters just going for the cool
monitor their own health.
factor? Many of the tools cost $100 to $200,
“We wanted to make sure they have all the there’s little public sales information yet, and
right tools available in their pocket” is how it’s not clear how insurers will handle the
Joseph Flaherty of AgaMatrix describes his fledgling trend.

I

Quality Home Medical Equipment

“Technology sometimes evolves faster
than we’re ready for it,” cautioned Dr. Glen
Stream of the American Academy of Family
Physicians. “We’re recognizing more and
more that not all care needs to be delivered
face to face,” but only if people measure the
right things and have a relationship with a
doctor to help make good use of the findings,
he stressed.
Addressing a recent medical technology

and healthcare conference — TEDMED — in
Washington, Dr. Susan Desmond-Hellmann,
UCSF’s chancellor, put the challenge this
way: “How does mobile monitoring become
something more than a toy, or something
interesting? How does it connect to how I’m
cared for by my caregiver?”
About 300 doctors, health policy wonks
PHYSICAL page 12

Nurses playing bigger role in medical care
By Jessica Contrera
LAFAYETTE, Ind. —
eading to the doctor’s office sometime this year? Chances are, you
might see a nurse instead.
Improved technology and a shaky economy are a few of the factors causing nurses
to move out of the traditional hospital setting — and care facilities are following suit.
“Care is being provided in such different ways than in the past,” said Kimberly
Harper, director of the Indiana Center for
Nursing. “People stay in the hospital for
much shorter times, it’s less expensive to
be cared for at home than in the hospital
and the elderly are much more likely to be
cared for in transitional care or rehabilitation settings.”
As baby boomers age and hospitals

H

shrink, experts predict that nurses will play
a larger role in medical care, especially in
outpatient clinics, home care and community health centers.
On regular check-ups and primary
care, Indiana patients can expect highereducated nurses to replace medical doctors
in many instances.
The shortage of primary care doctors is
a well-documented national trend. A recent
study published by the American Medical
Association shows that less than a quarter
of medical students in their third year of
residency are pursuing internal medicine,
the field of general adult health care.
Meanwhile, the number of nurses with
advanced degrees is soaring. In 1997, only
34.8 percent of Indiana nurses had a bachNURSES page 12
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Laundry Facilities • Community Rooms • Accessible Units

41 Redemption Rock Trail (Rte. 140), Sterling, MA (Across from Sterling Greenery)
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Elderly & disabled rental units.
“62 years of age or older,
handicap/disabled regardless of age.”
Eligible tenants pay 30% of monthly income.
HUD Section 8 Subsidy and USDA/RD Rental Assistance.
To obtain applications, please call Brenda
at 508-886-6920 • TDD 1-800-439-2370

Hours: Monday - Friday 8:30AM - 5:00PM

www.applehomecare.com

Bright & airy one
bedroom units,
both subsidized
and non-subsidized.
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t Lutheran Rehabilitation & Skilled Care Center, caring for area
seniors is more than a tradition – it’s our commitment to the
community. Lutheran offers Worcester County a newly enhanced
elder care continuum of short-term rehabilitation, long-term care, and assisted
residential living.
LUTHERAN REHABILITATION & SKILLED t&YUFOTJWFTQJSJUVBMMJGFQSPHSBNGPSQBUJFOUTPG
all faiths
CARE CENTER TAKES PRIDE IN:
t3FDFOUMZDPNQMFUFEFYUFOTJWFSFOPWBUJPOTBOE
VQHSBEFTUPPVSDPNNVOJUZ
t*NQMFNFOUBUJPOPGB$VTUPNFS4FSWJDF
Concierge Program with a Resident Service
-JBJTPOQSPWJEJOHEBJMZDIFDLJOTXJUIOFX
admissions
t%FEJDBUFETIPSUUFSNTUBZBDDPNNPEBUJPOT
XJUIQSJWBUFBOETFNJQSJWBUFSPPNTBOEB
TQBDJPVTSFIBCJMJUBUJPOHZN

t3FIBCJMJUBUJWFUIFSBQJFT JODMVEJOH
DPNQSFIFOTJWFQIZTJDBM PDDVQBUJPOBMBOE
TQFFDIUIFSBQZQSPHSBNNJOH EBZTQFSXFFL
t3FTUBVSBOUTUZMFEJOJOH
t-PDBUFEKVTUNJOVUFTGSPN4BJOU7JODFOUT
)PTQJUBMBOE6."44.FEJDBM$FOUFS
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managed-care insurances, and long-term care
insurance

Lutheran Rehabilitation & Skilled Care Center is now a new aﬃliate of Sheehan Health Group.
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Caring for your memory impaired loved one!
Dodge Park Rest Home provides a unique dementia
and Alzheimer's program tailored to meet
\RXUORYHGRQH·VVSHFLÀFQHHGV2XUKRPHOLNH
environment is usually at half the cost of a nursing
KRPHDQGZLWKRQO\D2QH  <HDU/RRN%DFN

ATTENTION VETERANS OR
THEIR SURVIVING SPOUSES!
You may be entitled to monthly benefits as much
as $2,019 to help offset long-term care.
Call 508-853-8180 for more information.

Monthly Support Groups “Open to Public”
VW7XHVGD\RIHYHU\PRQWKIRUVSRXVHVRILQGLYLGXDOVZLWKPHPRU\LPSDLUPHQWV
QG7XHVGD\RIHYHU\PRQWKIRUFKLOGUHQRISDUHQWVZLWKPHPRU\LPSDLUPHQWV
t.FEJDBM%JSFDUPS%S%BWJE8FJOTUPDL
t(FSJBUSJD1TZDIJBUSJTUDPOTVMUBOU%S1IJMJQ(PUUMJFC
tIPVSBEBZ3/TFSWJDFTt'SFTIMZQSFQBSFENFBMT

t%FNFOUJBTQFDJGJDBDUJWJUZQSPHSBNEBZTBXFFL
t0VUJOHBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMFOUFSUBJONFOUT
tAll inclusive ADL DBSFBUOPBEEJUJPOBMDIBSHF

If your loved one’s funds are ever depleted
they will still be able to stay at Dodge Park*
*Subject to EAEDC approval.
* The new Tax Reduction Act of 2005 mandated that seniors spenddown all of their combined assets before the sick spouse can qualify into
a nursing home. The act requires a 5-year look back for any transfers by
seniors designed to deprive the state of those available resources to pay
for the nursing home. In a Rest Home setting it is only 1 year look back!!!

101 Randolph Rd., Worcester, MA www.dodgepark.com
Call Ben, Mike or Carrie at 508-853-8180
Fifty Plus Advocate
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➤ Physical
Cont. from page 10
and others attending that high-tech meeting received what was dubbed a “smartphone physical” from medical students
using 10 of the latest devices. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has approved
a number of the gadgets for sale; others are
experimental prototypes gathered for the
demonstration by Nurture by Steelcase and
the doctor website Medgadget.
“It’s going to be our generation that adopts
most of these,” noted Shiv Gaglani, a Johns
Hopkins medical student who helped organize the project.
The FDA cites industry estimates that 500
million smartphone users worldwide will use
some type of health app by 2015. Today’s apps
mostly are educational tools, digital health
diaries or reminders and fitness sensors.
The new trend is toward more sophisticated

➤ Nurses
Cont. from page 10
elor’s degree or higher. By 2011, that number jumped to 49 percent.
One of the most common ranks of
higher-educated nurses is nurse practitioner. In collaboration with physicians, nurse
practitioners can perform examinations,
diagnose illnesses and prescribe medications. Hospitals like IU Health Arnett have
increased their use of nurse practitioners to
care for the kinds of patients that once only
doctors saw.
“Especially in a clinic setting, our nurse

medical apps, some that work with plug-in
devices, that provide information a doctor
might find useful.
Some of the devices sell by prescription
or on drugstore shelves, while others like
the diabetes monitor and blood pressure cuff
have entered a new venue for medicine —
the Apple store.
Simplicity is part of the idea. Take the
AliveCor Heart Monitor. Snap it on like a
smartphone case, place fingers on the sensors — no sticky wires on the chest — and
you’ve got an EKG recording in 30 seconds.
The FDA approved sale of the $199 device
in December for doctors to use in exams or
to prescribe for patients to use on themselves.
It doesn’t measure as much as a full-scale
EKG, and patients must email the recording
to a doctor for analysis. But heart patients
frequently experience palpitations that have
ended by the time they reach a cardiologist
— and emailing an on-the-spot EKG reading might help the doctor figure out what

happened, said AliveCor co-founder Dr.
Dave Albert.
“This is a brand-new technology. We’re
trying to understand how people will use it,”
said Albert, whose company also is seeking
FDA permission to sell the device over the
counter.
Welch Allyn’s iExaminer taps the smartphone’s camera to photograph deep inside the
eye — the orange view of the retina filling
the phone’s screen.
Similarly, CellScope Inc. is developing an
otoscope — that magnifier doctors use to
peer into the ear — that can snap a photo of
the eardrum. It’s not for sale yet.
And University of Washington researchers
are testing a way to measure lung function in
people with asthma or emphysema as they
blow onto the phone and it captures the
sound. Today, those measurements require
blowing into special machines.
Insurers are studying what smartphone
technology to pay for. For example, health

care giant Kaiser Permanente is about to
begin a project in Georgia to sell the iBGStar
alongside other diabetes monitors in its onsite pharmacies. The project will determine
whether patients like the smartphone monitor, if it improves care — and if so, whether
the readings should beam into patients’
electronic health records, in Georgia and in
other Kaiser regions.
But ultimately, these devices may have a
bigger role in developing countries, where
full-size medical equipment is in short supply but smartphones are becoming common.
Even in rural parts of the U.S., it can take
hours to drive to a specialist, while a primary
care physician might quickly email that specialist a photo of, say, a diseased retina first to
see whether the trip’s really necessary.
“These tools make diagnosis at a distance
much easier,” said Dr. Nicholas Genes, an
emergency medicine professor at New York’s
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, who helped
with TEDMED’s smartphone physical. — AP

practitioners have their own caseloads of
patients who don’t necessarily need to see
a physician for what they have going on,”
said Josh Fleming, Arnett’s
chief nursing officer.
The clinics Fleming is
referring to are the nearly
20 outpatient and specialty
care centers that are extensions of the main hospital
on McCarty Lane. Hospitals
across the nation are increasing the number
of extension clinics. They are efficient for
the patients, but can be staffed with fewer
physicians and more nurses.
“With these outpatient facilities, patients

get the care that they need when they need
it,” said Karie Wallace, a human resources
coordinator for Arnett. “Then, if their care
needs to flow over to the
hospital, we can provide
that too.”
Harper, the director
of the Indiana Center for
Nursing, predicts that the
implementation of the
Affordable Care Act will
expedite these changes even more. That
means more clinics and more higher-educated nurses.
“When more people have access to
insurance, there will be an increase in

people seeking care, especially primary
care,” Harper said. “More folks who need
care means we will need more people and
places to provide it.”
Many of the job openings that are available for nurses ask for only applicants with
one or two years of experience. Stephanie
Tarantino, a human resources representative for Franciscan St. Elizabeth Health,
said that hospitals can only hire a certain
number of new graduates at a time.
“We have to maintain a ratio of senior
nurses to new graduates,” Tarantino said.
“New graduates take fewer patients and
need plenty of mentorship and support to
gain experience.” — AP

Caregiving services that you can
count on as your needs change

A

t Jewish Healthcare we have a number of services that will help in the caregiving of your
loved ones. They range from skilled home care services following a hospitalization; an assisted
living community when your loved one needs a safe environment; short term rehabilitation
services to help them recover from surgery and other temporary issues; as well as nursing home care
and end-of-life options.
When you put your parents under our care you don't have to worry about transitions to other services
with the passage of time. We offer you the comfort that you need to care for your loved ones.
s 3KILLED (OME #ARE 2EHABILITATION 3ERVICES s !SSISTED ,IVING
s 3HORT 4ERM )NPATIENT 2EHABILITATION
s ,ONG 4ERM #ARE
s (OSPICE SERVICES IN THE LOCATION OF YOUR CHOICE

JEWISH HEALTHCARE
CENTER

EISENBERG ASSISTED
LIVING

629 Salisbury St., Worcester, MA

JHC HomeCare

JHC Hospice

631 Salisbury St., Worcester, MA

629 Salisbury St.
Worcester, MA

In Memory of Selig J. Glick
629 Salisbury St., Worcester, MA

(508) 798-8653

(508) 757-0981

(508) 713-0538

(508) 713-0512

www.jewishhealthcarecenter.com

www.eisenbergal.com

www.jhchomecare.com

www.jhchospice.com

You Have the Right to Choose Following Your Hospitalization… Choose the Best!
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“State of the Art
Healthcare
Environment”
We offer:
/RQJWHUPDQGVKRUWWHUPFDUH
$QFLOODU\6HUYLFHV
GHQWDOH\HSRGLDWU\SURYLGHGDW
WKHQXUVLQJFHQWHU

5HVSLWHDQG+RVSLFH&DUH

5HVWDXUDQWVW\OHGLQLQJURRP

3727675HKDEVHUYLFHVGD\VDZHHN

%ULJKWDQGDLU\URRPV$FWLYLWLHVGD\VDZHHN

)XOOWLPH3K\VLFLDQ$VVLVWDQW

&DEOH79DQGWHOHSKRQHVDYDLODEOHLQHDFKURRP

&RQWLQXLQJFDUHFRPPXQLW\

5HVLGHQWFRPSXWHUZLWKIUHHDFFHVVWRLQWHUQHW
3HWWKHUDS\WKURXJK7XIWV9HWHULQDU\3URJUDP

-&$+2DFFUHGLWHG

6FKHGXOHD
WRXUWRGD\
FDOO

%ULDUZRRG&LUFOH:RUFHVWHU0$

508-853-6910
“A part of Briarwood Continuing Care Retirement Community”
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Travel and Entertainment
By Victor Block
HAWAII —
he continuous torturous twists and
180-degree turns
are interspersed
only sporadically
by straight stretches of the narrow road. The sight of
the first of a number of waterfalls along the route, water
splashing down a deep crevice, provided relief, at least
temporarily, from the queasiness in my stomach.

T

Waterfall on the road to Hana

Such is a ride on the road to Hana — which traverses
the northern coast of Maui in Hawaii — one of the most
magnificent drives anywhere. The drive from the rustic
village of Paia to the eastern tip of the island is only 52
miles long, but it can take up to three hours to negotiate.
Some 600 twists and turns, dips and dives, along
with 56 one-lane bridges, make for slow and careful
driving. Fortunately, ever-present views of lush greenery

and ocean blues, vistas of rock and white
water foaming up
over the shores, and
waterfalls bubbling
over craggy cliffs are
well worth the daylong
round-trip adventure.
In places, the road
narrows even further as the vegetation
increases in lushness
and hue. Forests of
sugar cane, stands
of coconut trees and
fields of pineapples
Aerial view of Hana Highway
abound. A sign of caution, “Narrow Winding Road Next 30 Miles,” must be
one of the world’s greatest understatements.
I took the advice of a local who drives the route often
to stop now and then and enjoy a stroll. I rested beneath
a banana tree enveloped by giant six-feet-long leaves.
Wondered at the crinkled mountains lacerated with ridges created by 2 1/2 million years of rainfall. And watched
the ocean below, in a variety of hues rivaling every shade
of blue in the largest box of Crayola crayons.
If you’re a flora and fauna buff, a stop at the Keanae
Arboretum will be a treat. It’s as close to a Hawaiian jungle as you can get, with a wealth of native trees, plants
and flowers.
At Puaakaa State Park further along, a footpath reminiscent of the road winds in and out along streams and
past dramatic overlooks, eventually reaching a complex
of pools and waterfalls. A swing on the Tarzan-like hanging vines overhead adds a dimension to the tropical
swimming hole that backyard pools lack.
At yet another double-U bend is a roadside stand
offering a variety of native refreshments, including bananas, papayas, coconuts and pineapples. As I
munched, the proprietor, machete in hand, walked down
a nearby path and returned with bunches of bananas to
meet the demands of the lunchtime crowd. Now that’s
fast food made to order.
Another stop, at nearby Waianapanapa State Park,
temporarily transports you into an otherworldly excursion. A steep path meanders beneath extensive overhangs

of gnarled twisted branches,
so thick with growth that an
eerie darkness prevails even
on a sunny day. Hidden
within the rainforest vegetation, cavernous rock
formations envelop
crisp freshwater pools
connected by lava tunnels.
Lightness and color
return as you approach
your destination,
the town of Hana.
Towering trees with
red-blossom canopies
and green-laden hillsides announce your
arrival. However, considering that this is the
only real civilization in
a three-hour trek, you
hardly know you’ve
arrived. A few stores,
the delightful Hana-Maui Hotel, and the presence of
people who clearly are not tourists signal the change.
A visit to the Hasegawa General Store — immortalized in a 1964 song of the same name by Paul Weston
— is a must. The cluttered and cramped shop contrasts
sharply with the airy openness of the natural beauty
all around. Even so, it’s worth a stop and look — and
perhaps a welcome opportunity to pick up some antimotion sickness Dramamine, the store’s best-selling item,
for the drive back.
For more information, go to www.hanamaui.com or call
800-464-2924.

Wave breaking on Black Sand Beach

Our adult day care is there for you.
6XSHUYLVHGFDUHXSWRKRXUVSHUGD\0RUH
DIIRUGDEOHWKDQDQ\RWKHUFDUHRSWLRQ
7KHGD\FOXEDOORZVPHPEHUVWRVSHQGWKHGD\LQ
DFRPIRUWDEOHVWLPXODWLQJHQYLURQPHQW
3HUIHFWIRUZRUNLQJFDUHJLYHUVRUWRJLYH\RXD
UHVSLWHIURPFDUHJLYLQJ
0HPRU\LPSDLUHGZHOFRPH
“Caring for
your family
members since
1967.”

'DLO\$FWLYLWLHV,QFOXGHExercise, Music, Art
and Intergenerational Programs, among others.
0HDOVLQFOXGHG
<RXFDQFKRRVHDVFKHGXOHWKDWÀWV\RXUOLIHVW\OH
GD\RUDVPDQ\DVGD\VDZHHN
7UDQVSRUWDWLRQLQRXUVDIHYDQRUKDQGLFDSEXV
LVDYDLODEOH

THE ADULT DAY CLUB at Dodge Park

5DQGROSK5RDG:RUFHVWHU0$www.dodgepark.com
Call Ben or Mike at 508-853-8180 for a free, no obligation tour.
DAY CLUB AVAILABLE 7AM - 7PM, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. YOU CHOOSE ONLY THE HOURS YOU WANT!
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PRIVATE HOME CARE
WHEN YOU NEED IT!
Allows you
to stay in the
comfort of your
own home.

“My reliant doctors

are focused on
one thing: my health.“

BrightStar Care® improves the quality of life
of those entrusted to our care.
> Caregivers
> Companions live-in/out
> Available to you 24/7
> Skilled nursing care
> Certiﬁed Nursing Assistants
> Licensed, bonded & insured

> Meal preparation
> Light housekeeping
> Errands, shopping
& transportation
> Bathing assistance
> Medication management

Please Call Us!

Our patients are at the center of every decision we make — including
our recent decision to accept Tufts Medicare Preferred HMO as the
only Medicare Advantage Plan we will accept in 2014. Working with one
such plan will allow us to put more energy into patient care, and less into
administrative work. It will make our high quality care even more efﬁcient
— and that’s important for seniors. We’ll still accept Original Medicare
in 2014, and just about any Medicare supplement plan. Though some
seniors may need to change their health plan in 2014 to stay with Reliant
doctors — and we hope they do stay — our commitment to caring for
seniors will never change.

508 282 5020
Call us at 800-993-8399
Or visit ReliantSeniors.org

www.brightstarcare.com
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Subsidized senior housing with a meal
program option that makes us different!

Colony Retirement Home III is
congregate housing for seniors. Enjoy
nutritious “Home Cooked Meals,” served
in our attractive dining room with your
neighbors and friends.

At Colony
we let you
choose!

OF

!

Locally owned and operated · Serving all of Worcester County

SE
RVICE!

Colony Retirement Homes I are
garden style studio apartments, located in
a country-like setting. A short walk takes
you to shopping centers, banks, restaurants
and the bus line. A little bit of the country
adjacent to the city.

All apartments at Colony Retirement
Homes receive rental assistance
through the HUD section 8 program.
Rent is 30% of your adjusted monthly
income. Rent includes all utilities
except phone and cable TV.
COLONY RE TIRE M E NT HOM E S III : Congregate Housing
101 Chadwick Street, Worcester
(508) 755-0444

Call Monday thru Friday,
9am to 5 pm for more information.

COLONY RETIREMENT HOMES

Worcester, MA

Not For Profit Corporation
Fifty Plus Advocate

COLONY RE TIRE M E NT HOM E S INC. I
485 Grove Street, Worcester
(508) 852-5285

www.colonyretirementhomes.com
October 1, 2013
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Resource for Caregivers

Fixing up seniors’ homes to help them age in place
By Lauran Neergaard
BALTIMORE —
lberta Hough struggles to feed herself
a snack, her arms shaking badly from
Parkinson’s disease. Days earlier, the
84-year-old fell while eating, sliding off her
kitchen chair.
The rest of Hough’s day isn’t much easier
to navigate. She wobbles into a bathtub with
no grab bar. Her feet catch on damaged floor
tiles. Part of the banister she needs to steady
herself on the stairs has pulled out of the
wall. At the back door, a rickety wooden
ramp no longer supports the scooter that
helps her get around.
The environment in which you live can
be as disabling as a disease, and too often,
older Americans wind up in a nursing
home not because they’re super-sick, but
because they can’t get through their days
safely at home.
Now, a major research project will bring
handymen, occupational therapists and
nurses into the homes of 800 low-income
seniors in Baltimore to test if some inexpensive fix-ups and strategies for daily living
can keep them independent longer, and
save millions in taxpayer dollars spent on
nursing home care.
“Very small changes can make a big difference,” said Sarah Szanton, a Johns Hopkins
University associate nursing professor who

A

leads the project. “We’re not saying, ‘What’s your blood pressure?’
We’re focusing on function: What
do they want to do?”
Losing independence is a leading fear as people age. But a
recent poll shows that too few
comprehend the changes in lifestyle needed to offset the chronic
illnesses and gradual slowdown
that hit just about everyone in
the 70s, 80s and beyond.
Asked about their choice of living situation when they’re older,
Americans 40 and over say their
top priorities are a one-level
home with no stairs, that’s close
to their children and medical
care, according to the poll by
the AP-NORC Center for Public
Affairs Research.
Chances are, that won’t be
enough.
For Hough, No. 1 is feeding
herself without everything tumbling off the fork.
“I’m shaking all the time,” she
quietly told Hopkins occupational therapist
Allyson Evelyn-Gustave.
Hough’s other priority is not falling, and
stairs are only one of her home’s hazards.
To Hopkins’ Szanton, bridging the gap
between what older adults are able to do

31 diet programs that didn’t work
12 years of struggling alone

and what their homes allow them to do is
key to maintaining independence.
The Community Aging in Place, Advancing
Better Living for Elders (CAPABLE) study
aims to prove how. During 10 home visits
over four months, the Hopkins team is
tailoring interventions — including about

$1,100 in home repairs or modifications provided for free — to
help low-income seniors who
are having trouble caring for
themselves.
Drills buzzed in Hough’s house
as carpenters installed a new banister and added grab bars and a
raised toilet seat in the bathroom.
They replaced patches of flooring
to prevent trips and prepared to
tackle the ramp.
As for eating, Evelyn-Gustave
recommended a little-known
tool: utensils and cups that are
specially weighted to counter
Hough’s tremors.
“It’ll be easier for you to hold,”
she promised.
The set of utensils costs only
about $20, one of the affordable tips the study is generating.
Hough’s daughter had thought
the only solution was an aide to
feed her mother, which the older
woman hates.
“I always said I wouldn’t let my
mom go to a nursing home,” said Gloria J.
Hawks, 66, who is determined to care for
her mother in the house the two share.
The CAPABLE project is being closely
FIXING page 19

TAKE CONTROL

1TO DECISION
TURN TO THE EXPERTS

AND START LIVING BETTER TODAY.
Sign up for one of our free hour-long
informational seminars:

TAKE THE FIRST STEP WITH THE #1 WEIGHT-LOSS SURGERY
CENTER IN MASSACHUSETTS

First Friday of the month, 12 noon
October 4, November 1, and December 6

When you need professional help to lose the weight, turn to UMass
Memorial Medical Center. Our exceptional staff of compassionate
and seasoned experts focus on healthy, permanent weight loss. With
a combined 30 years of experience, our four skilled surgeons perform
more safe and effective weight-loss surgeries than any other program
in the state. The results speak for themselves: we’ve helped more than
4,000 people reach their weight-loss goals, and we can help you.
From preoperative support to surgery day and beyond, you’ll see
why UMass Memorial Medical Center was named number one
for bariatric surgery in Massachusetts.*

FREE WEIGHT-LOSS
SURGERY SEMINARS

Fourth Thursday of the month, 6 PM
October 24, November 21*, December 19*
To register, call 888-358-6277 or visit
umassmemorial.org/weightloss for
more information.
Sessions are held at UMass Memorial Medical
Center – University Campus, Worcester.
*Third Thursday of month due to holiday

UMass Memorial Medical Center, Clinton Hospital,
HealthAlliance Hospital, Marlborough Hospital,
Wing Memorial Hospital and Medical Centers

*Ranked #1 in MA for Overall Bariatric Surgery in 2012 and
named a Five-Star Recipient for Overall Bariatric Surgery
for 2 years in a row (2011-2012) by Healthgrades.
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Target Pharmacy
has you covered.
Members of AARP® MedicareRx plans,
insured through UnitedHealthcare,®
could save on Medicare prescription
copays at Target Pharmacy.
For more information, visit
www.UHCPreferredPharmacyNetwork.com/Target.

Additional Medicare plans are also accepted. See pharmacy for details. Plan is insured or covered by UnitedHealthcare
Insurance Company or one of its afﬁliates, a Medicare-approved Part D sponsor. UnitedHealthcare pays a royalty fee to
AARP. These fees are used for the general purposes of AARP. ©2013 Target Stores. Target and the Bullseye Design are
registered trademarks of Target Brands, Inc. All rights reserved. 483404
Y0066_PDPSPRJ14842 _000 IR
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Billy Crystal: from Sha Na Na to Yankee Stadium
By Hillel Italie
NEW YORK —
illy Crystal remembers a show in
Baltimore, around 1975, when he
opened for the ’50s revival act Sha
Na Na.
He was an unknown comic at the time,
an unknown who happened to look exactly
like one of Sha Na Na’s lead singers, Johnny
Contardo.
“I’m introduced and I have no billing.
‘Please welcome another star of our show
and an up-and-coming new comic.’ That
was the ’70s. Whenever you heard ‘upand-coming new comic,’ it was like ‘Ugh,’
” Crystal said during a recent interview.

B

“When I hit the stage they thought I
was Johnny playing a guy named Billy
Crystal and they booed and they hissed
and so forth. And I started getting in their
face, in a funny way. And I finished my
set and I got a standing ovation after I
walked off. And Johnny got a T-shirt that
he would wear and it said, ‘No, I’m not
Billy Crystal.’ ”
It’s been a long time since Billy Crystal
has been mistaken for anyone else.
At 65, he has the same round face,
scrappy New York accent and rubbery grin
known to fans of Analyze This, When Harry
Met Sally and all those Oscar telecasts.
Seated in his publicist’s office, sipping coffee from a paper Starbucks cup, he looks

at least a decade younger than his age and
is working at the same pace — constant
— that he’s kept up for much of his life.
He’s set to star in a film comedy directed
by Frank Oz and this fall will return to
Broadway with his one-man show about
his childhood and his father, 700 Sundays.
His whole life is on record for his current
project, the memoir Still Foolin’ ’Em, which
set off a million-dollar bidding war among
publishers last spring that was finally won
by Henry Holt and Company.
Turning 65 was all the inspiration he
needed.
“All of my really dear friends who are
the same age are pretty much saying the
same thing, which is basically, ‘Wow. Jeez.

This is really happening,’ ” he said. “You
go through stages — first day of school,
‘It’s a bar mitzvah,’ ‘a wedding.’ ‘You know
who died?’ ”
Crystal is both a typical baby boomer,
baseball fan and political liberal who brags
about his grandchildren and can’t believe
that he’s a grandfather and a VIP who seems
to have lived out every childhood fantasy
— a star of movies, television and the stage,
befriended by Muhammad Ali and Mickey
Mantle, and adored by Sophia Loren.
During one Oscar show, Jack Nicholson
and Warren Beatty stopped by his dressing room to compliment him. Beatty and
BILLY page 27

OPEN SOON!
Reserve your suite now, while selection is best.
At The Highlands, all of our amenities will be included in one
low monthly rent – there will never be any hidden costs or fees.
We’ll also take care of the cooking, housekeeping, and local
transportation, leaving you the time to enjoy your retirement.
For more information on
our gracious retirement
life-style give us a call
at 508-898-3000
129 E Main Street, Westborough, MA 01581

© 2013 HRG

“Only the Very Best for Your Loved Ones”
Deﬁciency free
rating 2013
by DPH

Odd Fellows Home of MA
Skilled Nursing and Rehabilitation Facility
Serving the Greater Worcester Community
for Over a Century

t-POHUFSN IPVS4LJMMFE
/VSTJOH$BSF
t4IPSUUFSN3FIBCJMJUBUJPO
1PTUTVSHJDBM$BSF
t3FTQJUF$BSFt)PTQJDF$BSF
t%FNFOUJB$BSFXJUI4FDVSF6OJU
t%JFUBSZBOE/VUSJUJPO4FSWJDFT

t&YQFSJFODFE3FIBCJMJUBUJPO4FSWJDFT
tPhysical Therapy
t4QFFDI5IFSBQZ
t0DDVQBUJPOBM5IFSBQZ
t8PVOE$BSF
t*75IFSBQZ
t+$")0$FSUJmFE

A

t Quaboag, caring for seniors is our commitment to the community.
We’re always advancing our care, and we welcome you to see the
new enhancements to our now Medicare-certified Dementia and
Long-Term Care settings. Offering short-term rehab, long-term and dementia
care to families in Worcester, Hampden and Hampshire Counties, Quaboag
invites you to see why we have so much more than you know!

QUABOAG TAKES PRIDE IN:

t/FXMZSFOPWBUFE TFDVSFBOE
compassionate Dementia Care Unit
t%FEJDBUFETIPSUUFSNSFIBCJMJUBUJPOVOJU
t6QEBUFEBOESFOPWBUFE
long-term care unit
t4VQFSJPSTUBïOHMFWFMTBOEEFEJDBUFE 
compassionate caregivers
tIPVSTLJMMFEOVSTJOHDBSF

Call to schedule a tour: (508) 853-6687
104 Randolph Rd., Worcester, MA 01606
info@oddfellowshome.com
www.oddfellowshomema.com
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t3FIBCJMJUBUJWFUIFSBQJFTBWBJMBCMF
7 days a week
t/FXMZSFOPWBUFE TQBDJPVT GVMMZFRVJQQFE
rehab therapy gym with kitchen
t0VUTUBOEJOH%1)TVSWFZBOEQBUJFOU
satisfaction results
t"DDFQUJOH.FEJDBSFBOE.FEJDBJE QSJWBUF
insurance, and long-term
care insurance

&.BJO4Ut8FTU#SPPLíFME ."
508-867-7716
XXXRVBCPBHPOUIFDPNNPODPN

EXCEPTIONAL CARE IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK.

Defining and understanding culture change
By Micha Shalev

M

any senior living organizations are working to
transform their institutional character into a home
and community-like environment. This
undertaking amounts to a virtual cultural shift,
known in the industry as culture change.
Culture change is receiving growing
popularity in the senior living industry.
However, the majority of organizations have
yet to begin tackling this transformation.
A growing number of care providers and
elder advocates are taking dramatic steps to
revise longstanding negative stereotypes of the
long term care home industry by creating both home and
community environments that appeal to elders, employees
and visitors.
This new approach in treating the elderly involves redefining and recreating long-term care by altering the organizational culture, the operations and the physical setting
away from traditional medical/institutional approaches and
toward a humanistic approach. Culture change requires a
new attitude and a sense of purpose that may conflict with
old style caregiving routines. This type of transformation is
complex, time-consuming and often personally challenging
for those involved.
One of the reasons for the struggle surrounding culture

change may be that no single succinct operational definition
exists in long-term care literature. Although discovering a
definition of culture change in long-term care will not remove
all of the challenges and struggles faced by those who take on
this transformation, a succinct definition of culture change in
long-term care may assist in setting goals, planning changes
and understanding this transformative process.
I advocate for three segments
of culture change, that include:
Caregiving
•Removing the institutional
Tips
medical model of long-term care;
•Humanizing the facility by
placing value on individuals and
their rights, freedoms and/or capabilities; and
•Becoming resident-focused by operating on a person
centered care model.
Person-centered care is defined as the philosophical foundation of gerontological nursing. This policy requires health
care professionals to provide care to their clients in a way that
makes their charges feel honored and valued.
While some worry that a resident-centered care approach
will make life harder for long term care facility staff by deemphasizing the quality of clinical care provided, the evidence
so far suggests the opposite. Yet, as the movement has gained
momentum, it’s become clear that resident-centered care
needs to be measurable. Long-term care facilities must be
able to identify the steps required and to assess their progress

along the way.
There are five areas within an organization that are transformed by culture change:
•decision-making;
•leadership;
•staff roles;
•the physical environment, and
•organizational design.
In the culture change model, greater control is given to
frontline workers — the nurse aides who handle so much of
the day-to-day care of residents — as well as family members
and residents. Additionally, staff is permanently assigned to a
particular group of residents as members of self-directed work
teams. Rather than working in a single department — such
as nursing, housekeeping or food service — staff functions
are blended so that all staff members can help residents with
their personal care, lead activities and do cooking and light
housekeeping.
Micha Shalev, MHA, CDP, CDCM, is the owner of Dodge
Park Rest Home and The Adult Day Club at Dodge Park located at 101 Randolph Road in Worcester. He is a graduate of the
National Council of Certified Dementia Practitioners program
and experienced speaker on Alzheimer’s and Dementia training topics. He can be reached at 508-853-8180 or by e-mail at
m.shalev@dodgepark.com or view more information online at
www.dodgepark.com

When it comes to parent, child relationship everything old is new
By Marianne Delorey

A

s a child, my parents always came
to my aid when I was confronted
with belittling educators. That support mattered the most during those times
because I was powerless.
I think about those elders
who feel powerless due to
a health decline and how
being a good child to an
aging parent is not so different from being a good
parent to a young child.
Countless websites, books
and experts are happy to provide instructions to parents on how to raise
happy children. The list below should help
educate people on how to ensure happy
elders:
•Be patient. Remember how you
couldn’t walk as fast as your parents when
you were little? Now, it is your turn to slow
down.
•Listen. Your aunt may not be able

➤ Fixing
Cont. from page 16
watched by Medicaid officials in other states
as a way to coordinate care and improve
the functional problems that lead to pricey,
and sometimes prevent able, nursing home
admissions. Today, it’s difficult for Medicaid
patients to get these services.
With more than $8 million in research
money from the National Institutes of Health
and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, the project goes beyond home
repair for health. It starts with a full-scale
assessment of each participant’s needs.
In one home, a Hopkins nurse discovered
that an 82-year-old woman was taking all
of her 26 daily medications at once, instead
of staggered throughout the day, leaving her
disoriented and sedentary until she became
too weak to get out of bed without help.
First the nurse fixed the medication
schedule. Then the occupational therapist

to tell you exactly what is wrong, but
sometimes just letting her talk (even if she
repeats herself or it makes no sense to you)
might help her feel heard.
•Show respect. When you were little,
your dad respected that you did not like
sports and he let you join the theater
instead. Respect his decisions now, even if
they aren’t what you would want.
•Be involvCaregiving ed. Your parents made a
Tips
point of getting to know
your friends. Do more than just meet their
neighbors, make sure you know how to
reach them in an emergency.
•Help them feel safe. When you got
hurt, your parents brought you to the doctor. Repay that kindness now and remind
them you’re happy to bring them to a medical appointment instead of them having to
rely on a taxi.
•Set limits. Your parents were firm
about boundaries such as bedtime, and

you should be firm about your limits, too.
Except for emergencies, if you are only
available to see them on Tuesdays and the
weekends, do not cave in and shop during
your lunch hour for something that can
wait.
•Be encouraging. When you were learning to dress yourself, your socks did not
always match. Don’t rip things from your
parents’ hands and offer to do it for them.
Let them try and let them make mistakes.
Offer praise. Independence is hard won
and easily lost.
•Approach criticism with care. Be a collaborator for solutions. “How can I help
you remember to pay the rent” instead of
“Can’t you remember anything?”
•Don’t compare. Do you remember how
awful you felt when your dad commented
that your brother did better in math? Try
not to make them feel any worse about
their need for you now. “Dad never needed
so much help when he was alive” does
nothing to make mom feel comfortable
about asking for help. Maybe dad needed

less help because your mom was around to
provide it.
•Spend time together. Nothing says,
“I love you” more than quality time. Just
going for a drive or even sitting outside on
a bench shows you value them. Hold his or
her hand, reminisce about the old days and
tell him or her when you are coming back.
Make all the neighbors jealous of the attention they get from their children.
Nobody’s perfect, and I’m sure your
elderly family members made mistakes. But
here is your chance to show that despite
those mistakes, you turned out to be a
responsible and caring adult. Besides, you
are also modeling this behavior for your
children, so make sure they see how you
want to be treated.

taught the woman leg-strengthening exercises and installed $30 steel risers to make it
easier for her to get in and out of bed. Add
new banisters, and soon she was moving
around on her own.
Whether it is the cost or emotional ties,
many people grow old in the same home
where they spent their younger, more agile
years. An AARP survey in 2010 found
nearly 90 percent of seniors wanted to
remain in their current home for as long
as possible.
Yet government figures show nearly 1
in 5 seniors living in the community have
trouble with at least one activity of daily
living, such as walking or bathing.
Those physical limitations become more
difficult with doorways too narrow for walkers, toilets that are lower than chairs, and
kitchen counters too tall to sit while cooking.
Plus, nearly one-third of older adults experience a fall every year, and most who are
injured fell inside the home, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

“You don’t think about that stuff,” said
Hattie Watties, who can’t imagine leaving
her Baltimore home of 36 years that’s near
children and grandchildren. “You just do
what you have to.”
For Watties, 74, that meant climbing
onto kitchen counters to reach too-high
cabinets. Steep, dark stairs to the basement
laundry only had a partial railing, so she
threw clothes down and inched her way
after them.
No more: Carpenter Tyrone White lowered Watties’ cabinets to a comfortable
reach, installed railings and showed how
an energy-saving compact fluorescent light
bulb provided more light than a regular bulb
in the dim stairway.
In homes where it’s even darker, White
sticks motion-sensing lights by each step
to show where to aim your foot. They’re
less than $15 for a two-pack and run on
batteries, so no rewiring is needed.
The work that perhaps has the biggest
impact seen so far is a double railing for

stairs lets people rest their weight on both
sides.
The handymen, employed by the urban
service corps Civic Works, also insist
on installing carbon monoxide monitors,
which have detected leaking gas stoves in
some homes.
Do these solutions really save money?
The four-month intervention costs about
$4,000 per participant, including the home
modifications and specialists’ salaries. The
average cost for nursing home care in the
U.S. is $6,700 a month, so even a modest
delay could add up fast. Szanton will track
participants long term and, based on results
from an earlier pilot test of 40 high-risk
seniors, hopes to delay nursing home entry
by up to a year in this frail population.
For families, perhaps the bigger question
is how long the solutions will last. EvelynGustave teaches families to brainstorm
options as new challenges crop up.
“We can’t be there forever. They need
the skill to carry on,” she said.
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Marianne Delorey, Ph.D., is the executive
director of Colony Retirement Homes. She can
be reached at 508-755-0444 or mdelorey@colonyretirement.com and www.colonyretirementhomes.com. Archives of articles from previous
issues can be read at www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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Money Matters

Some employers see perks of hiring older workers
By Matt Sedensky

O

lder people searching for jobs have
long fought back stereotypes that
they lack the speed, technology skills
and dynamism of younger applicants. But as
a wave of baby boomers seeks to stay on the
job later in life, some employers are finding
older workers are precisely what they need.
“There’s no experience like experience,”
said David Mintz, CEO of dairy-free products maker Tofutti, where about one-third
of the workers are over 50. “I can’t put an ad
saying, ‘Older people wanted,’ but there’s no
comparison.”
Surveys consistently show older people
believe they experience age discrimination on
the job market, and although unemployment
is lower among older workers, long-term
unemployment is far higher. As the American
population and its labor force reshape,
though, with a larger chunk of older workers,
some employers are slowly recognizing their
skill and experience.
About 200 employers, from Google to
AT&T to MetLife, have signed an AARP
pledge recognizing the value of experienced
workers and vowing to consider applicants
50 and older.
One of them, New York-based KPMG,
has found success with a high proportion of
older workers, who bring experience that the
company said adds credibility. The auditing,
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tax and advisory firm said older workers also
tend to be more dedicated to staying with the
company, a plus for clients who like to build a
relationship with a consultant they can count
on to be around for years.
Many employers find older workers help
them connect with older clients. At the
Vermont Country Store in Rockingham, Vt.,
the average customer is now in their 60s, and
about half of the business’ 400 workers are
over 50, coming from a range of professional
backgrounds, often outside retail. “Having
folks internally that are in the same demographic certainly helps to create credibility
and to have empathy for our customer,” said
Chris Vickers, the store’s chief executive.
One such employee is 60-year-old Ashley
Roland, who got a marketing job at the
Vermont Country Store last year after the company she previously worked for shut down.
She dreaded the thought of a marathon of
unsuccessful interviews, but the store ended
up recruiting her.
“When I was being hired, I didn’t feel any
kind of concern about my age,” she said. “I
believe in experience. I think you’re crazy not
to hire someone who’s older.”
Even when the customers themselves
might not be seniors, employers find older
adults bring a level of life experience that
helps them in their work. About 20 percent
of the roughly 26,000 customer service, sales
and technical support agents working for
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Mintz

Miramar, Fla.-based Arise Virtual Solutions are
50 or older, and chief executive John Meyer
said they often find ways to connect with the
caller on the other end of the line.
“Having someone who is more senior, who
has had some life scars, makes them much
better at interacting with people,” Meyer said.
“This is a chance for them to use the skills that
they have built up over their life.”
The embrace of older workers by some
companies comes as the country’s demographics shift and a greater number of people
stay on the job later in life, some because of
personal choice, others out of necessity after
their retirement savings took a hit during
the recession.
Between 1977 and 2007, employment
of workers 65 and older doubled, a trend
that has stayed on track and is projected to
continue as the massive baby boom genera-

tion moves toward old age. But long-term
unemployment has plagued older adults:
Nearly half of those 55 and older who find
themselves jobless remain out of work for 27
weeks or more.
Many companies still tend to overlook
older applicants. Peter Cappelli, a University
of Pennsylvania professor who co-authored
Managing the Older Worker, said because the
economy has remained relatively weak and
demand for jobs has been so high, many
employers haven’t been pressed to directly
recruit older individuals.
Stereotypes have prevailed. Hiring managers often still view older applicants as having
lower job performance, higher absenteeism
and accident rates, and less ability to solve
problems and adapt to changes. But Capelli
said research has found older workers outpace
younger ones in nearly every metric. And in
jobs where age might be a detriment — say, a
highly physical job beyond a particular older
person’s ability — seniors tend to exclude
themselves from applying in the first place.
“The evidence is overwhelming that they’re
better,” Cappelli said. “But the hiring managers are just going with their guts, and our guts
are full of prejudice.”
Older workers are just what Michelle
Benjamin, CEO of TalentREADY, a New
York-based consulting firm, is looking for.
EMPLOYERS page 21

➤ Brigade
Cont. from page 9
People that have been screened and
trained in recruiting and supporting
volunteers lead each
town’s chapter. Online
tools assist the leaders
in letting volunteers
know what help is
needed and when.
“We have served
families that have
experienced house
fires; the sudden death
of a parent, spouse or
partner; and during
times when a senior
is hospitalized and his
or her partner needs
transportation assistance in visiting them
in the hospital or a Lawrence
rehabilitation center,”
Lawrence said.
When the person requiring assistance
has children, volunteers are able to help
with homework, carpooling to school or

➤ Employers
Cont. from page 20
She holds open houses specifically aimed at
recruiting them. About three-quarters of the
company’s senior employees are over 50. They
often cost more to hire, Benjamin said, but
they don’t require much training or supervi-

activities as well as light yard and house
work.
For those looking to start their own
chapter, The Neighbor Brigade website
notes, “Organization, dedication, and
commitment to your
community will lead
you on the right path
to success with your
chapter,” with four
to six hours needed
to get things up and
running.
On Oct. 5, runners
from The Neighbor
Brigade’s member
chapters will participate in “Pam’s Run,”
to raise money in
Washek’s honor in
support of the organization’s continued
growth
throughout New England.
Lawrence said “a new
wave of chapters”
would be announced after the run.
For
more
information,
neighborbrigade.org.

Do You Want to
Save $4,000???
Social Security Extra Help Rules Have Changed!!

You May Be One of 5,000 Beneficiaries
Now Eligible for This Program.
1. Do you have Medicare
Prescription Drug Coverage?
2. Is your monthly income at or
below $1,373/individual, $1,841/
couple?
3. Are your resources at or below
$12,510/individual, $25,010/
couple?
If you answered yes to these three questions,
you may save up to $4,000 in prescription drug costs this year.

visit

sion, and end up paying for themselves with
the quality of work.
Mintz admits his own age, 82, fuels his
support of older workers. But he echoes
Capelli, saying he sees daily proof among the
older individuals he has hired at Cranford,
N.J.-based Tofutti: Fewer absences, fewer
mistakes, a greater ability to solve problems
and a willingness to put in more hours. — AP

To find out if you qualify for
this program, call your
Regional SHINE Program at

1-800-AGE INFO
1-800-243-4636 (Option #3)
SHINE (Serving the Health Information Needs of Elders) is Administered by the Mass Executive Office of Elder Affairs In
Partnership with the Friends of the Milford Senior Center, The Massachusetts Councils on Aging and other local agencies.

Just How Well
Prepared Are You?
❖ Elder Law

❖ Corp. Business Law

❖ Wills and Trusts

❖ Long-Term Care
Planning

❖ Living Wills

❖ Guardianships

❖ Estate Planning
❖ Power of Attorney
❖ Health-care Powers
of Attorney

Healing a Spouse’s Grieving Heart
and Finding Your Way
This seminar is designed to assist individuals through their
experience of loss, and the journey following the death of a spouse or
partner. We will discuss the physical, emotional and spiritual aspects
of grief that are unique to this type of loss. We will share ideas on
how to support,cope and care for ourselves as we move toward
healing in your personal grief journey.
Terri Philbrick, LICSW
Licensed Independent Social Worker,
Grief Counselor and Bereavement Coordinator

❖ Real Estate Law
❖ Tax Issues
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Josephine L. Veglia
Attorney at Law

Member: National Academy Elder Law Attorneys

6DWXUGD\2FWREHUaSP
+ROGHQ6HQLRU&HQWHUa0DLQ6WUHHW+ROGHQ
Seating is limited. Seminar is free and open to the public.
Light refreshments will be served.
Please call (508) 829-4434 or (978) 422-0100 for reservations.
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Some flu vaccines promise a little more protection

F

lu vaccination is no longer merely a
choice between a jab in the arm or a
squirt in the nose. This fall, some brands
promise a little extra protection.
For the first time, certain vaccines will
guard against four strains of flu rather than
the usual three. Called quadrivalent vaccines,
these brands may prove more popular for
children than their parents. That’s because
kids tend to catch the newly added strain
more often.
These four-in-one vaccines are so new that
they’ll make up only a fraction of the nation’s
supply of flu vaccine, so if you want a dose,
better start looking early.
But that’s only one of an unprecedented
number of flu vaccine options available this
year.
Allergic to eggs? Egg-free shots are hitting
the market, too.
Plus there’s growing interest in shots
brewed just for the 65-and-older crowd, and
a brand that targets the needle-phobic with
just a skin-deep prick.
“We’re moving away from the one-sizefits-all to choosing the best possible vaccine
for an individual’s age and condition,” said
Dr. Gregory Poland, an infectious disease
specialist at the Mayo Clinic.
“The flip side of that,” he said, is that
“this will be a confusing year” as doctors and
consumers alike try to choose.
Federal health officials recommend a yearly
flu vaccine for nearly everyone, starting at 6
months of age. On average, about 24,000
Americans die each flu season, according
to the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC).
Some questions and answers about the
different vaccine varieties to choose from:
Q: What’s the difference between those
new four-strain vaccines and the regular
kind?
A: For more than 30 years, the vaccine
has offered protection against three influenza
strains — two common Type A strains called
H1N1 and H3N2, and one strain of Type B.
Flu strains continually evolve, and the recipe
for each year’s vaccine includes the subtypes
of those strains that experts consider most
likely to cause illness that winter.
Type A flu causes more serious disease
and deaths, especially the H3N2 form that
made last year such a nasty flu season. But
the milder Type B flu does sicken people every
year as well, and can kill. Two distinct Type
B families circulate the globe, making it difficult to know which to include in each year’s
vaccine. Adding both solves the guesswork,
and a CDC model estimates it could prevent
as many as 485 deaths a year depending on
how much Type B flu is spreading.
Q: How can I tell if I’m getting the fourstrain vaccine?
A: All of the nasal spray version sold in the
U.S. this year will be this new variety, called
FluMist Quadrivalent. The catch is that the
nasal vaccine is only for healthy people ages
2 to 49 who aren’t pregnant.
If you prefer a flu shot, ask the doctor or pharmacist if the four-strain kind is
available. Younger children, older adults,
pregnant women and people with chronic
health conditions all can use flu shots. Four-

strain versions are sold under the names
Fluzone Quadrivalent, Fluarix Quadrivalent
and FluLaval Quadrivalent.
Manufacturers anticipate producing
between 135 million and 139 million doses
of flu vaccine this year. Only about 30 million
doses will offer the four-strain protection.
Q: Who should seek it?
A: Type B flu tends to strike children more
than the middle-aged, Poland noted. And he
said it’s not a bad idea for seniors, who are
more vulnerable to influenza in general. But
the CDC doesn’t recommend one vaccine variety over another, and the American Academy
of Pediatrics said either kind is fine — just
get vaccinated.
Q: How are these new vaccines different
from the high-dose flu shot for seniors?
A: Fluzone High-Dose protects against
the traditional three strains of flu, but it quadruples the standard vaccine dose in an effort
to rev up age-weakened immune systems that
don’t respond as actively to regular flu shots.
The government calls the high-dose shot

“Country Living in the City.”

an option for seniors, not one that’s proved
better. Recently, Sanofi Pasteur said initial
results from a study of 30,000 seniors vaccinated over the past two flu seasons suggest the high-dose shot is about 24 percent
more effective. Federal health officials will
have to review the full study results to see
if they agree.
Q: What if I’m allergic to eggs?
A: Traditional flu vaccine is made from
viruses grown in eggs, and specialists say it’s
usually not a problem unless someone has
a serious egg allergy. But the new FluBlok
vaccine eliminates that concern because it
is made with cell technology, like many other
nonflu vaccines. So far, it’s only for use in
people ages 18 to 49.
Q: What if I’m scared of needles?
A: If you don’t qualify for the ouchless nasal
spray vaccine, there is one shot made with a
teeny-tiny needle that pricks the skin instead
of muscle. Called Fluzone Intradermal, it’s
available for 18- to 64-year-olds, and protects
against the usual three strains.
Q: How soon should I be vaccinated?
A: Early fall is ideal, as it’s impossible to
predict when flu will start spreading and it
takes about two weeks for protection to kick
in. But later isn’t too late; flu season typically
peaks in January or February.
Q: How much does flu vaccine cost?
A: The vaccine is covered by insurance;
and Medicare and some plans don’t require
a copay. Drugstore vaccination programs tend
to charge about $30; expect the quadrivalent versions to be slightly more expensive.
— AP

Curious about
Cremation?
Contact Shaw-Majercik Funeral Home
and find the answers to your questions.
We offer one of the area’s largest selections
of cremation urns, cremation caskets and
services at affordable prices.
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*$
1 bedroom and efﬁciency affordable HUD
subsidized apartments. Rent is 30% of adjusted
income. Heat and utilities included. 62 years
or older or disabled.
Professionally managed by Barkan Management Company.

Waiting
List Now
Open!

For an application or an appointment
call 508-753-7217.
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545 Salisbury Street, Worcester, MA 01609
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Nyad isn’t planning to slow down after Cuba swim
By Jennifer Kay
KEY WEST, Florida —
iana Nyad may have finally completed
her long-held dream of swimming
from Cuba to Florida, but even at an
age where many people are
thinking about retirement,
she isn’t planning to slow
down.
The 64-year-old Nyad
plans to swim for 48 hours
straight Oct. 8 to Oct. 10,
accompanied by celebrities
swimming laps alongside
her, in a specially designed
swimming pool that will be
erected in New York City to
raise money for Hurricane
Sandy survivors.
Although the swimmer Nyad
insists she isn’t trying to
prove anything — “I didn’t do this because
I was in my 60s. I just happened to be in
my 60s,” she said — she acknowledges that
her success is having an impact, “not just
on people of my generation but on younger
people.”
“I have a godson who’s 14 and he texted
me yesterday and said, ‘I’m never in my life
again going to call someone in their 60s old.
It’s over. You just proved that youth doesn’t
have anything to do with age.’ ”
And at one point during an interview with
The Associated Press, the bronzed, muscular
athlete couldn’t resist sharing a message of
encouragement and solidarity with those of
her generation:
“Baby Boomer power,” she declared, with
a triumphant fist pump.
On her fifth try, Nyad finished the 110mile (177-kilometer) swim from Havana to
Key West last month in 53 hours, becoming
the first to do it without a shark cage. She
said that while she is slower than she was
back in her 20s when she first gained national
attention for swimming around Manhattan
and from the Bahamas to Florida, she feels
she is actually stronger.
“Now I’m more like a Clydesdale: I’m a
little thicker and stronger — literally stronger,
I can lift more weights,” Nyad said.
“I feel like I could walk through a brick
wall. ... I think I’m truly dead center in the
prime of my life at 64.”
Nyad isn’t alone among aging athletes who
are dominating their sports.
Earlier this year, 48-year-old Bernard
Hopkins became the oldest boxer to win a
major title, scoring a 12-round unanimous
decision over Tavoris Cloud to claim the IBF

D

light heavyweight championship.
Tennis player Martina Navratilova won
a mixed doubles title at the U.S. Open in
2006, just before turning 50, and decades ago
hockey legend Gordie Howe played professional hockey into his early 50s. Golfer Tom
Watson was nearly 60 when
he fell just short of winning
the British Open in 2009.
Last year, baseball’s Jamie
Moyer was 49 when he
became the oldest starting
pitcher to record a majorleague win.
Older athletes tend to
find more success in endurance events than in power
events such as sprinting and
other sports that rely on
“fast-twitch” muscle fibers,
which are more difficult to
preserve later in life, noted
Wojtek Chodzko-Zajko, a physiologist at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
But just because Nyad was swimming
rather than pounding her joints against the
concrete doesn’t mean she didn’t achieve a
remarkable feat, Chodzko-Zajko said.
“This ultra, super-length swimming is
brutal regardless,” he said, adding that
another reason athletes are able to endure
is because they often train smarter and have
a mental concentration that is well-honed
over decades.
“She’s one of any number of people who
are redefining what happens with aging,” said
Dr. Michael J. Joyner, an anesthesiologist and
exercise researcher at The Mayo Clinic.
“If you start with a high capacity, you have
some reserves,” Joyner said. “You can lose
some absolute power, but what you lose in
power you can make up for with experience
and strategy and better preparation.”
Nyad first attempted swimming from Cuba
to Florida at age 29 with a shark cage. She
didn’t try again until 2011 when she was 61.
She tried twice more in the past two years
before beginning this latest swim.
Nyad said her age and maturity should
not be discounted when measuring her most
recent success.
“It’s not so much the physical,” she said.
“To my mind all of us ... we mature emotionally ... and we get stronger mentally because
we have a perspective on what this life is all
about,” Nyad said.
“It’s more emotional. I feel calmer; I feel
that the world isn’t going to end if I don’t
make it. And I’m not so ego-involved: ‘What
are people going to think of me?’ I’m really
focused on why I want to do it.” — AP

“What happens if
I don’t have a will
or an estate plan?”
A lot and it’s not good.
If you don’t have a will or an estate plan:
• A court could appoint a third party to make medical
and financial decisions for you…instead of someone
you love and trust
• You could lose your home and life savings to pay for
long-term or nursing home care
• The government could take a huge chunk of the
inheritance that you planned to leave behind for loved
ones – is that what you really want to happen?

No matter what your net worth is…
you need a will and an estate plan!
Don’t wait! Let Estate Preservation Law Offices help protect
you and your loved ones. Our consultations are free; and,
if you cannot come to us – we’ll come to you.
Contact Attorney Linda T. Cammuso or Attorney Brendan
J. King at Estate Preservation Law Offices today.

Estate Preservation Law Offices
Protecting assets during your lifetime.
Preserving them for future generations.

www.estatepreservationlaw.com
508.751.5010
Main office in Worcester, MA, with
satellite offices in Braintree and Cape Cod

J&J launches new cap to curb Tylenol overdoses
WASHINGTON —
ottles of Tylenol sold in the U.S.
will soon bear red warnings alerting
users to the potentially fatal risks
of taking too much of the popular pain
reliever. The unusual step, disclosed by
the company that makes Tylenol, comes
amid a growing number of lawsuits and
pressure from the federal government that
could have widespread ramifications for
a medicine taken by millions of people
every day.
Johnson & Johnson said the warning
will appear on the cap of new bottles of
Extra Strength Tylenol sold in the U.S.
starting this month and on most other
Tylenol bottles in coming months. The
warning will make it explicitly clear that

B

the over-the-counter drug contains acetaminophen, a pain-relieving ingredient
that is the nation’s leading cause of sudden liver failure.
Overdoses from acetaminophen send
55,000 to 80,000 people in the U.S. to
the emergency room each year and kill
at least 500, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and
the Food and Drug Administration.
Acetaminophen can be found in more
than 600 over-the-counter and prescription products used by nearly one in four
American adults every week, including
household brands like Nyquil cold formula, Excedrin pain tablets and Sudafed

For our FREE brochures, Long-Term
Care Planning, The Medicaid/MassHealth
Application Process, and Estate Plan:
Without one you are living on the edge,
please call 508.751.5010.
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Health overhaul confusing Medicare beneficiaries
By Kelli Kennedy
MIAMI —
ear seniors, your Medicare benefits
aren’t changing under the Affordable
Care Act. That’s the message
federal health officials are trying to
get out to elderly consumers confused
by overlapping enrollment periods.
Medicare beneficiaries don’t have to do
anything differently and will continue
to go to Medicare.gov to sign up for
plans.
But advocates say many have been
confused by a massive media blitz
directing consumers to
new online insurance
exchanges set up as
part of the federal health
law. Many of the same insurance companies are offering
coverage for Medicare and the
exchanges.
Medicare open enrollment starts Oct. 15
and closes Dec. 7, while enrollment for the
new state exchanges for people 65 and under
launches Oct. 1 and runs through March.
“Most seniors are not at all informed.
Most seniors worry they’re going to lose
their health coverage because of the law,”
said Dr. Chris Lillis, a primary care physician
in Fredericksburg, Va. “I try to speak truth
from the exam room but I think sometimes
fear dominates.”
This month, roughly 50 million Medicare
beneficiaries will get a handbook in the mail
with a prominent Q&A that stresses Medicare

D

benefits aren’t changing. Federal health officials have also updated their training for
Medicare counselors, and are prepping their
Medicare call center and website.
“We want to reassure Medicare beneficiaries that they are already covered,
their benefits aren’t changing, and the
marketplace doesn’t require them to do
anything different,” said Julie Bataille,
spokeswoman for the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services.
But she said call centers
for the state exchanges are
already fielding questions
from Medicare recipients
and rerouting them to the
Medicare line.
Bob Roza attended several meetings trying to
figure out exactly what the
Affordable Care Act means
for him and his 69-year-old wife,
Gail, who has diabetes.
“At that time, I didn’t know if Medicare
would be secondary to some Affordable Care
Act option. It was just a myriad of concerns
and not knowing,” said the 72-year-old Roza,
a retiree who lives in Oakdale, Calif., and
is recovering from hip replacement surgery
earlier this year.
He now knows that his Medicare coverage won’t change, but says he’s now worried
about the impact on the $614 a month he
pays for Medicare supplemental insurance.
Federal health officials said seniors will not
be able to purchase Medicare supplemental
insurance or Part D drug plans through the

state exchanges.
Jodi Reid, executive director of the
California Alliance for Retired Americans,
worries there hasn’t been enough outreach
and that advocacy groups are spending the
bulk of their advertising funds targeting those
impacted by the exchange. Her organization
is putting together a one-page fact sheet to
help dispel myths.
In Illinois, it’s not only seniors who are
confused, but also the social workers that
help them, said Erin Weir of AgeOptions,
suburban Cook County’s lead agency on
aging. The agency coordinates a statewide
training program for groups that work with
older adults.
During these trainings, Weir said, she’s
repeatedly heard questions from social work-

➤ Tylenol
Cont. from page 23
sinus pills.
Tylenol is the first of these products to
include such a warning label on the bottle
cap. The warning is a result of research
into the misuse of Tylenol by consumers. The new cap message will read:
“CONTAINS ACETAMINOPHEN” and
“ALWAYS READ THE LABEL.”
Safety experts are most concerned
about “extra-strength” versions of Tylenol
and other pain relievers with acetaminophen found in drugstores. A typical twopill dose of Extra Strength Tylenol contains 1,000 milligrams of acetaminophen,

ers who think seniors will be able to sign up
for Medicare programs on the new marketplace websites, even though they cannot.
Advocates are also warning of scams that
may pop up alongside legitimate door-to-door
outreach about the Affordable Care Act as it
ramps up and are advising seniors not to give
out personal information.
Senior groups are also devoting resources
to educating the 50- to 65-year-old group
who are next in line for Medicare, a segment
that could be greatly affected by the health
reform. Under the new law, insurers will
have to offer more benefits in some cases and
are restricted in how much they can charge
older, sicker people. They’re also banned
from turning away those with pre-existing
conditions. — AP
compared with 650 milligrams for regular
strength. Extra Strength Tylenol is so
popular that some pharmacies don’t even
stock regular strength.
Most experts agree that acetaminophen
is safe when used as directed, which generally means taking 4,000 milligrams, or
eight pills of Extra Strength Tylenol or
less, a day.
Each year, some 100 million Americans use acetaminophen, but liver damage occurs in only a fraction of 1 percent
of users. Still, liver specialists say those
cases are preventable. Part of the problem, they say, is that there are sometimes
hundreds of pills in a bottle, making it
easy for consumers to pop as many as
they please. — AP
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Too Busy or Too Tired to Clean?

on all Paint Work
for People 60+

We’ll clean your home or business from floor to ceiling and
everything in between. Certified Service for all your residential,
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1RMREWRRVPDOO

Relax. We can do it for you!

 (/52 s (/-%

!.$

/&&)#%

s #ARPETS s &LOORS
s 'REAT #OMMERCIAL 2ATES

The Clean Team
508-341-8683
508-886-6199

)UHHTXRWHV
7HQ\HDUVSURIHVVLRQDOO\VHUYLQJ
FXVWRPHUVLQ:RUFHVWHU&RXQW\

($30 value)

McLee Painting
Commercial & Residential Painting
,PSHULDO5RDG:RUFHVWHU
ZZZPFOHHSDLQWLQJFRP
HPDLODQWRQLR#PFOHHSDLQWLQJFRP
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with interior and exterior package!
TWO LOCATIONS
■ Hand Washing/
3 Union St., Westboro 508-366-6260
Waxing
■ Interior Cleaning
■ Interior
Shampooing
■ Dent and
Scratch Removal

(near Westboro Rotary)

Brosnihan Sq., Worcester

508-755-5250

SI N CE

19 7 8

Visit www.haddadautodetail.com for more info and prices.

Good Neighbors ~ Quality Lifestyle
s 3PACIOUS  "EDROOM !PARTMENTS
s .ON 3MOKING "UILDING
s #ENTRAL !IR #ONDITIONING
s !LL 5TILITIES )NCLUDED
s !MPLE 0ARKING
s ,AUNDRY 2OOMS ON %ACH &LOOR

s ,IBRARY AND #OMMUNITY 2OOMS
WITH ,ARGE 3CREEN 46
s  (OUR %MERGENCY -AINTENANCE
s #ONVENIENTLY LOCATED NEAR (OSPITALS
3HOPPING #ENTERS AND $OWNTOWN 7ORCESTER
s 3MALL 0ETS 7ELCOME

Village at Ascension Heights
 6ERNON 3TREET 7ORCESTER -! s 508-752-5590
Ofﬁce Hours: Mon. & Fri. 2pm-5pm; Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 10am-3pm
To receive an application please call 508-752-5590
To qualify a person must be at least 62 years of age and meet HUD annual low income guidelines of no more that $30,800 for a single person or $35,200 for two people.

Award Winning Senior Housing!

“Wheelchair
artments
accessible ap
available.”

Green Hill Towers

 -OUNT 6ERNON 3TREET 7ORCESTER -!  s OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8:30AM - 5:00PM
To receive an application please call 508-755-6062 TDD# 508-755-0228
s 3PACIOUS    BEDROOM APARTMENTS

s 7ITHIN THE BUILDING AMENITIES INCLUDE

s 3MALL PETS WELCOME
s (EAT AND (OT WATER INCLUDED
s "US ROUTE  AMPLE PARKING
s "EAUTIFUL LANDSCAPED GROUNDS WITH GAZEBO
AND OUTDOOR COVERED PATIO

s ! 4HEATER LIKE MEDIA CENTER
s (ANDICAP ACCESSIBLE LOUNGES ON EVERY mOOR
s ! ,IBRARY WITH BOOKS IN ENGLISH  SPANISH
s 0HYSICAL lTNESS CENTER
s 'AME ROOM WITH BILLIARD TABLE
s #OMMUNITY ROOM WITH BINGO BOARD AND LARGE SCREEN 46

Available occupancy to income eligible mature adults (age 62 years & older) or permanently disabled.
Applicants must meet HUD annual low income guidelines of no more than $30,800 for a single person
or $35,200 for two people. Preference is given to individuals 62 and older.
Fifty Plus Advocate
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Managed by
Financed by MHFA
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Home Improvement

Fall decor forecast: eclectic, with personality
By Kim Cook

T

he era of specific decor trends is on
the wane. Rooms full of traditional
or modern furniture have been
replaced by a more eclectic sensibility,
interior decorators and designers agree.
Mid-century sofas on a Swedish-country,
flat-weave rug. Vintage lighting and a concrete coffee table. An antique Indian sari
coverlet on a sleek, lacquered bed frame.
Mixing and matching has become a
trend in itself.
And this trend’s more liberating than
limiting.
“The look is about combining decorative elements and mementos from your
personal history — the places you’ve been,
where you’re at and where you’re going
— and arranging them artfully to create
a stylish, beautiful, lived-in space,” said
New York interior designer Elaine Griffin.
If you’re updating a room this fall,
here’s a sampler of ideas to get the creative
wheels turning:
California lighting company Cerno
showed Silva Giant, a 7-foot-tall floor
lamp with a slanted walnut base and barrel shade. The company’s Valeo model had
a crane-like walnut base that extended 9
feet, with an aluminum rod suspending
a large linen shade. Despite its size, the
fixture seemed to frame the space rather

than loom over it (www.olighting.com).
idea is not to iron linen but keep it lovely,
Moooi’s Raimond chandelier was a organic and casual, with a few soft wrinkles
sphere of LED lights that evoked a fire- spread throughout,” she said. “The linen
works burst, while MioCulture showed feels easy, welcoming and inviting to use.”
whimsical, glowing LED-lit, floor-lamp (www.crateandbarrel.com)
cones. Tango Lighting’s
Indian-inspired soft
Memory Floor Light has
cotton prints are also
a 3-foot black, brown or
in vogue. West Elm and
white shade with a choice
Crate & Barrel are offerof dramatic interior coling pin-tucked, handors. (www.mioculture.
blocked and embroicom; www.tangolightdered textiles for beds
ing.com)
and lounges. (www.
Big was big, but the
westelm.com)
show also featured lightYou’ll see a range of
ing that occupied as little
throws in various texspace as possible. Patrick
tures, from cashmere to
Townsend’s SuperString
quilted motifs to nubby
series played with natu- A pin-tucked spread offered by
wools. There are thick,
rally occurring patterns West Elm
chunky knitted weaves
in science and astronomy.
on blankets, ottomans
CP Lighting showed its new Growth collec- and rugs, but luxe wool and silk blankets
tion of brushed aluminum branch-like fix- as well.
tures. (www.patricktownsend.com; www.
Designer James de Wulff is turning
cplighting.com).
concrete into small tables; concrete and
Retailers will also be offering slivers of stone — either real or faux — are being
table lamps with a slim profile.
incorporated into many pieces this fall.
For its textile collection this fall, Crate
Look for warm metallics, too.
& Barrel is putting linen front and center,
“Yellow metals — gold, brass and bronze
but not the old-fashioned kind, said Sandy — are turning up everywhere, as posts on
Kortright, a senior buyer at the retailer.
bookcases, shelves, cutlery, edging and
“For the fall collection, we hung our details of china, decorative objects, picture
hat on linen that’s casual and soft. The frames, furniture legs and feet,” said Griffin.

Free Booklet on What Every Family
Should Know about Cremation!
We have created 12 buildings
in our Heritage Garden, each
offering a unique way to honor
a loved ones memory. These
buildings honor a person’s life
and memory, in a way that future
generations would have a site to
visit and reﬂect on where they
came from.
Our free booklet will explain all of
your cremation options and if this
choice ﬁts your needs.
Mail Coupon Below
or Call 508-791-0350

DETAILS
ARE

MAIL TO: Worcester County Memorial Park,
217 Richards Ave., Paxton, MA 01612

FREE

Name:
Address:
City:

Zip Code:

Phone:
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Several retailers are combining rustic
elements — such as wood slabs, industrial
metals and rougher textiles — with chrome,
plastics or luxe fabrics for a style tagged
“rustic modern.” These are versatile pieces
that could sit well in a lot of living spaces.
Pottery Barn has a collection of chunky,
silvered-glass lamp bases with character,
especially when paired with burlap.
A wide range of neutrals is strong colors
for fall. Think deeper hues of graphite,
chocolate and slate balanced by lighter
tones of ash and stone — a mix of rock
and woodland hues.
There’s still a lot of punch in the palette,
however. Citron and mustard work well
with the neutrals. At the modern end of
the spectrum, neons and deep pink provide counterpoint to muted naturals like
vanilla and soft white. Saturated hues like
oxblood, orange and ruby add heat and
energy, and blues are big — sapphire, teal
and navy play well with deeper tones as
well as the whites and creams.
Accent pieces like pillows and rugs are
a good way to incorporate new color; look
for examples in small furnishings, tabletop
items, and towels and rugs at CB2, Target
and other retailers.
Jacquard, ikat, paisley, tile and handblock motifs are all over bedding and throw
pillows, as well as rugs. Graphic modern
patterns are also strong. — AP

➤ Billy
Cont. from page 18
Bill Clinton turned up backstage after a
performance of 700 Sundays.
He has not only palled around with
Mantle, Yogi Berra and other New York
Yankees, he even got to play
for them.
“In 2007, I was in Costa
Rica for Christmas vacation
and could feel my birthday
looming,” Crystal wrote in
his memoir. “I was anxious
about turning 60 — it felt like
a huge number. Derek Jeter
happened to be at our hotel.”
Jeter “happened” to be there,
and also happened to be a longtime friend who asked Crystal
to make a birthday wish.
Crystal
On March 13, 2008,
Crystal was allowed an at-bat during a
Yankees exhibition game.
“Dreams have come true for me in
so many different ways that’s it’s almost
astounding,” he said. “As I was writing
these things, other people reacted to
them — I’ve lived through them, but other
people say, ‘Do you realize how many great
things have happened?’ ”
He has had disappointments — minor,
major and profound. Joe DiMaggio once
punched him in the stomach (Crystal,
hosting a tribute at Yankee Stadium for
Mantle, had failed to introduce DiMaggio
as “the greatest living” baseball player).
He was scheduled to appear on the debut

broadcast of Saturday Night Live, but
his segment was cut. The 1992 film Mr.
Saturday Night, which Crystal directed and
starred in, was a critical and commercial
letdown that kicked off a dry spell and
made Crystal wonder if his movie career
was over.
But the real wound was sustained at age
15 when his father died of
a heart attack. Jack Crystal
was a jazz promoter and
producer, and his son’s first
audience.
“That’s how you start,”
Crystal said, “making your
parents laugh. And he was
a really great mentor in
looking at these really great
comedians on television and
saying, ‘Watch Laurel and
Hardy and not The Three
Stooges.’ ‘You can stay up
late, even though it’s a school
night.’ Then ‘you can watch Ernie Kovacs
and stay up for Jack Paar because Jonathan
Winters is on.’ ”
With the 50th anniversary of his father’s
death approaching, Crystal decided it was
a good time for another run, likely the last,
of 700 Sundays.
“I love the energy of Broadway and I
thought this was the way to commemorate
it (his father’s death) and then put the show
to rest,” he said. “I see the thread (in life)
as I always end up returning to the stage,
to get up in front of people and make them
laugh and make them look at themselves
and make them nod their heads and go,
‘Oh, that’s me, too.’ ” — AP

VETERANS AND
SERVICE MEN & WOMEN
Worcester County Memorial Park
Proudly Offers Burial Beneﬁts to
Those Who Serve Our Country.

YOU DON’T KNOW THE
WHOLE STORY ABOUT
MASSACHUSETTS
MEDICAID!
There is Medicaid money to help you get the care you need at
home, an assisted living residence or nursing home. You don’t
need to be poor. Your spouse will not be left at risk. You paid
taxes for years, it’s time the government helped you. Follow
the rules and let your hard-earned dollars pay you back for the
care you or your loved one needs. Our FREE report outlines
the beneﬁts and what it takes to qualify.

Call now for your free special report.
Call anytime 1-508-281-7900

ESTATE PLANNING AND ELDER LAW
PUZZLES WORTH SOLVING

56 CENTRAL STREET, SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01745
www.IngleLaw.com

THE MOST IMPORTANT
TEST YOU’VE NEVER TAKEN
IS NOW ONLY $25!

Strength = Independence

IN recognition of our Veterans, we are
offering Service Men and Women an
opportunity to register for a pre-needed
interment space (Limited spaces still
available in our Veteran sections.) Don’t
miss out. This beneﬁt could expire at
anytime. Thousands of Veterans and
Service men and women in this area
HAVE ALREADY REGISTERED.

ActiveRx is redefining aging, and the total body
Strength & Function Assessment is the first step.
Learn how to...
• Recover lost physical function
• Prevent falls
• Manage chronic pain
• Achieve greater independence and
improved quality of life

Grand Opening Special

Mail Coupon Below or Call 508-791-0350
MAIL TO: Worcester County Memorial Park,
DETAILS
ATTN: Veteran’s Department
ARE
217 Richards Ave., Paxton, MA 01612

FREE

Veteran’s Name:

TRACEY A. L. INGLE, ESQ.

Scchedule a Strength & Function
Assessment for $25, and receive
A
a FREE two-week trial membership.
Offer valid through October 31, 2013.
O
For more information, call or visit:

ActiveRx Westborough
Active Aging Center
24 Lyman Street, Suite 140
Westborough, MA 01581

Address:

ActiveRx.com

City:

Zip Code:

Phone:

Married: U Yes UNo

Branch of Service:

Dates Served:

You can Choose How You Age!
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(508) 329-1163
www.fiftyplusadvocate.com
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The all-new
Saint Vincent
Cancer and Wellness
center is now open
in downtown Worcester.
Conveniently situated close to
Union Station, we are dedicated to supporting the local
community by offering a wide range of fully integrated
cancer care services, and by taking a more personalized
approach to healthcare. From advanced cancer treatments
and cutting-edge radiation therapies, to a full-suite of
wellness services, our devotion to patient well-being
says everything about where our heart is—it’s right in
the heart of Worcester. To learn more about our
approach to world-class cancer care and
local caring, visit svhcares.com
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